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ABSTRACT 
An estimate of the potential in Utah for evaporation suppression by the monolayer 
film method is presented. The model estimates evaporation suppression as a function of 
wind speed, a four parameter exposure factor, and reservoir size. The estimated 
suppression factors vary from 0 to 30 percent and average 11 percent of the statewide total 
annual evaporation. Estimates of May to October evaporation and suppression potential 
are calculated for each of the 227 impoundments in the surface water inventory. A 
forthcoming report in this series will examine the potential for evaporation suppression by 
thermal destratification. This procedure, which is already being used for water quality 
improvement, appears to have greater potential than the monolayer concept for 
suppre sion on deep reservoirs. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Project Objective 
This is the initial report of a project funded by the 
State of Utah for the purpose of examining water 
reuse and salvage potentials in Utah. The objective of 
the overall project is to quantify the potential for 
extending and augmenting Utah's water supplies by 
such possibilities as evaporation suppression and 
phreatophyte control. 
Scope of This Report 
Evaluation of both evaporation suppression and 
phreatophyte control requires as an initial step a 
detailed inventory of water which is now being 
consumed by evaporation from open water and by 
phreatophytes. A major portion of the project effort 
during the first year has therefore been used to 
develop statewide inventories of these consumptive 
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uses. This report, however, will be limited to the open 
water evaporation inventory and suppression 
potential. 
The primary method of evaporation suppression 
which has received research effort and funding in the 
past has been the use of a monolayer film. The 
evaporation suppression model developed and applied 
to the statewide evaporation inventory in this volume 
is limited to the monolayer suppression method 
(except for use of floating covers on very small 
impoundments). 
Preliminary investigation of another method of 
evaporation suppression, that of thermal destratifica-
tion, indicates that it may be more effective and 
considerably less expensive than the monolayer 
method. A suppression model for this method is being 
developed at the present time and will be published in 
a later report. 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Scope 
There is a rather large body of literature related 
both to methods of estimating evaporation and to 
evaporation suppression. In this section a selected 
portion of the evaporation suppression research will 
be described. Evaporation computation methods will 
be described as required within the body of the report. 
Readers interested in additional references in this 
area are referred to the following abstract 
bibliography: 
Office of Water Resources Research. 1973. 
Evaporation Suppression, a bibliography. U.S. 
Dept. of Interior, OWRR, Water Resources 
Scientific Information Center. WRSIC 73-216. 
Washington, D. C. 20240 
Evaporation Suppression on 
Large Impoundments 
The concept of reducing evaporation by applying 
a chemical film to the surface of a body of water is an 
old one. Benjamin Franklin experimented with oil 
films in 1765 and made a surprisingly accurate 
estimate of the film thickness which would be 
required (LaMer, 1962). Langmuir (1927) made major 
contributions during the 1920's by proving that certain 
acids and alcohols create films that are only 
one-oriented molecule thick (monolayer films) and that 
such films when compressed, conform to the same 
limiting area. Langmuir later determined that a true 
monolayer is more effective at suppressing 
evaporation than is a thicker oil film which consists of 
many layers of unoriented molecules. The chemical 
aspect of monolayer research, pioneered by 
Langmuir, Schafer and others, was continued during 
the 1950's by LaMer and Archer. These researchers 
developed accurate laboratory methods of measuring 
the effectiveness of suppression by various chemicals 
so that different materials could be evaluated. LaMer 
organized a symposium on evaporation suppression in 
1960 at which many papers were presented. These 
were published as a monograph entitled, "Retardation 
of Evaporation by Monolayers: Transport Processes" 
(LaMer. 1962). This collection of papers is important 
because it includes not only theoretical and 
experimental laboratory results by chemists. but also 
the results of several applied field trials by engineers. 
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Many researchers have verified that two types of 
long chain alcohols, cetyl (hexadecanol) and stearyl 
(octadecanol) have desirable evaporation suppression 
characteri tics. Octadecanol has superior resistance to 
evaporation (LaMer, 1962) but spreads much slower 
(Resnick and Cluff, 1963). A mixture of these two 
material appears to be more effective than either 
material alone (LaMer, 1962). 
An important consideration is the purity of the 
alcohol used . LaMer tested a sample of the 
hexadecanol / octadecanol mixture used on Lake 
Hefn er and found it to be almost completely 
in ffect ive compared to the supposedly same mixture 
of pure materials tested in his laboratory. His 
conclusion wa that many of the disappointing results 
experienced during field trials, which have been 
blamed on wind stripping, bacterial attrition, or other 
problems, were likely due to use of contaminated 
alcohol. LaMer recommends testing the purity in 
representative samples of every lot of commercial 
material prior to use in the field (LaMer, 1962). 
One of the very difficult practical problems 
related to use of monolayer films is the method of 
dispensing the waxy chemical. Researchers have tried 
different solid forms such as pellets, powder. and 
flakes; heating to liquify it; and mixing with various 
solvents. The methods of dispensing have included 
broadcasting by hand. either automatic or manual 
spraying from rafts. boats, and airplanes, and 
allowing it to dissolve through a wire screen float. 
Various clogging, fire hazard, and other problems 
have been encountered but will not be discussed in 
detail here. Experience with various forms of material 
and methods of dispensing are described in the 
following literature: 
1. Dispensing from aircraft in the solid and 
liquid form-Hansen and Skogerboe (1964), 
and Stringham and Hansen (1961). 
2. Automatic dispensing as a liquid with 
various solvents-Resnick and Cluff (1963). 
3. Dispensing as a water slurry-Roberts, in 
LaMer (1966), and Dressler in LaMer, 
(1966). 
-
4. Dispensing dry powder from a boat-
Vines, in LaMer (1962), and Fitzgerald and 
Vines (1963). 
5. Automatic dispensing as a liquid from 
rafts-USBR (Sahuaro , 1961), and USBR 
(Cachuma, 1962). 
Interest in evaporation suppression in the United 
States increased greatly in the mid-1950's when 
encouraging results of field trials performed in 
Australia were reported here. The Australian work by 
Mansfield (1953), Fitzgerald and Vines (1963), and 
others resulted in the following guidelines: 
1. Savings up to 40 percent or more can be 
expected with winds up to rv 5 mph. 
2. Savings of 10-20 percent can be expected 
with winds up to rv 10 mph, though occa-
sionally savings may be somewhat less, de-
pending upon prevailing conditions. 
3. With winds persistently in excess of 15 
mph, the savings approach zero. 
Fitzgerald and Vines also suggest that" ... if the 
wind exceeds 5 mph for a considerable time each day, 
then it would appear that on bodies of water of the 
order of one square mile in area, average savings of 
10-20 percent are the most that can be expected." 
Use of the Australian guidelines present several 
problems. In attempting to quantify a functional 
relation between wind and percent suppression one 
must reduce the general terms such as "up to 5 mph" 
or "exceeds 5 mph for a considerable time each day" to 
either average wind or some frequency distribution. 
What does up to 5 mph mean in terms of average 
wind, and what does considerable time each day mean 
in percent of time? These are problems which will be 
addressed in this report. 
The optimistic results experienced in Australia 
have generally not been duplicated in the United 
States. The Bureau of Reclamation has sponsored 
several large scale field trials in this country with 
rather disappointing results. The first major 
suppression project was performed at Lake Hefner in 
Oklahoma (USBR,1958). This project involved several 
cooperating agencies and rather elaborate instrumen-
tation by which evaporation and percent suppression 
were estimated. The results of three summer months 
of monolayer film maintenance were: 7 to 14 percent 
avings at various times with a 9 percent average. 
Winds during this period averaged 7 mph but the 
anemometer height was not reported. 
A USBR project at Lake Sahuaro, Arizona, in 
1960 produced savings of up to 22 percent but 
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averaged 14 percent with winds' averaging 5 mph 
(USBR, 1961). The film application period was delayed 
until Octob r and only two fall months of suppression 
data were obtained. 
The following year the USBR applied a monolayer 
film to Lake Cachuma, California, for two summer 
months (USBR, 1962). The results reported varied up 
to 22 percent savings but averaged only 8 percent. 
The winds averaged over 7 mph. The original savings 
during the film maintenance period was reduced by 
one-third due to increased evaporation after stopping 
the project. A stored energy effect causes an increase 
in surface water temperature due to the decreased 
vaporation. This stored energy increases evaporation 
after film applications have been stopped. 
ev ral other researchers have made smaller 
cale test in the U.S., some of which have reported 
b tter r ults than the USBR tests. For example, 
projects in Illinois reported savings of 22 and 43 
p rcent on two small lakes (Roberts, in LaMer, 1962). 
In response to a congressional committee 
directive, the USBR evaporation suppression program 
results were analyzed in 1970 by the Stanford 
R arch Institute (Blackmer et aI., 1970). Because of 
it important impact on continued research on this 
ubj ct, the report' entire summary is quoted below: 
The Bureau of Reclamation has been engaged in 
evaporation reduction re earch since 1955. Work has 
center d on reservoir evaporation control using fatty 
alcohol monolayer films, with special emphasis on 
development of methods of chemical application. We 
believe that result of this program to date do not justify 
its continuation. 
In our opinion. the Bureau of Reclamation's research 
program has not yet proven that significant evaporation 
saving can be accompli hed by the kinds of methods that 
they have investigated. Because of the inherent difficulty 
in mea uring evaporation rates under field conditions, 
errors in estimation are large. When compared with the 
probable error of stimate, the estimated evaporation 
savings achieved by use of fatty alcohol films are not sta-
tistically significant. Furthermore, even if current best 
e timate of evaporation savings were correct, application 
of evaporation reduction techniques would be limited, 
because the cost of reducing evaporation generally would 
be greater than the value of water saved at the present 
level of water values in the 17 western states. . 
There is some hope that chemicals not yet thoroughly 
tested such as ethoxylated alcohols, may prove superior to 
the unmodified alcohol. However, it is unlikely that 
improvements of sufficient magnitude will be made that 
will re sult in a practical, operational evaporation 
reduction program in the foreseeable future. In addition, 
there are a number of remaining problems, including the 
breaking of the monolayer film by moderate winds, that 
research will not solve ea ily. 
Apparently as a result of this rather brief 
analysis, no further funds were approved for 
continuation of the USBR program of large-scale field 
trials with monolayer films. This apparently also had a 
spillover effect with other agencies and little interest 
has since been shown in continuing such research in 
the U.S. This SRI publication will be examined later in 
this report in some detail. 
One of the SRI report authors, Joseph B. 
Franzini, had previously tested a monolayer film on a 
40 acre reservoir in California and achieved a 20 
percent suppression (Franzini, 1961). Estimated costs 
of water saved were $20-$35 per acre foot. 
Most of the monolayer film literature consists of 
results of either laboratory or field trials on a 
particular reservoir. Little work has been done on 
developing models to extend existing empirical 
suppression results to other bodies of water. The 
results of aerial applications to several reservoirs by 
researchers at Utah State University (Hansen and 
Skogerboe, 1964) display many of the parameters 
graphically; but no way of estimating what percent 
suppression one may expect is given. 
One attempt at such a suppression model is 
included in a doctoral dissertation by W. C. Hughes 
(1968). Hughes begins with the Australian guidelines 
previously given and modifies them by developing a 
correlation between suppression and surface area. 
The higher suppression results on U.S. field tests are 
assumed to compare with the higher Australian 
results and are therefore associated with a 5 mph 
average wind speed (thus ignoring the actual wind 
speed during these projects). The average results are 
similarly associated with the 10 mph wind speed and a 
percent suppression vs. wind speed function is 
thereby produced. 
Literature on methods of suppressing evapora-
tion on large reservoirs other than by monolayer films 
is almost nonexistent. Some authors mention such 
things as selecting reservoir sites to minimize the 
surface areal capacity ratio, and diking to eliminate 
large shallow areas which lose more than they 
contribute to storage. The application of such methods 
is obviously limited and the monolayer method 
concept appears to be the only one which has received 
serious consideration by researchers. 
Environmental Effects of Monolayer Film 
A summary of reports on toxity of long-chain 
alcohols was published by Israelsen (1962). It included 
several statements from Public Health Service 
researchers that no hazard to public health should 
result from the intended use. These alcohols are 
described as normal metabolites of commonly ingested 
food stuffs. 
A study made at Colorado State University for 
the Bureau of Reclamation was addressed to biological 
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effects of hexadeconal (Hayes, 1959). This study 
revealed no change in mineral quality of the water, a 
small decrease in oxygen diffusion at the air-water 
interface, and temperature increases at the water 
surface of 2.6 to 3.8°F. Also, the surface tension was 
decreased by 55 percent. The conclusion was that 
most biological effects are small ("well within the 
range of natural variation") except for the surface 
tension effect. Emerging insects which depend on 
surface tension for support are likely to be adversely 
affected. 
Other researchers have observed significant 
increases in bacteria population due to the presence of 
long chain alcohols. The most serious problem in this 
regard appears to be the cost of replacing the alcohol 
ingested by the bacteria (and by fish). When the film 
application is stopped. a rapid loss in bacteria 
population occurs and approaches the pretreatment 
level within three weeks (U.S. Dept. of Interior, 
1959). 
Evaporation Suppression on Small Impoundments 
Because of the relatively constant depth of water 
evaporated, losses increase in terms of percent of 
water stored as the size (depth) of reservoir 
decrease . . On small farm ponds often more water is 
lost by evaporation than is used. For this reason. 
much research effort has been and is still being 
expended on evaporation suppression on small 
impoundment · (less than 10 or 20 acres of surface 
area). 
Initially much work was done with monolayer film 
concepts on small ponds. P. L. Silveston. for example, 
estimated 10 to 25 percent suppression could be 
achieved at costs of $21 to $94 per acre-foot depending 
on wind, dust, and wage rates (Silveston, 1965). 
Most researchers now, however, agree that 
because of the rapid stripping action of wind on small 
reaches. chemical films are not feasible on small 
ponds. The majority of research work being done now, 
as well as the predominant amount of working field 
application is focusc.d on more permanent floating 
covers. Such covers cost much more than a chemical 
film initially, but often last for several years, not 
requiring daily replacement. The high initial cost is 
also balanced by higher suppression efficiency 
(commonly 65 to 95 percent). Most of this work has 
been done in the southwestern U.S., and particularly 
at the ARS Water Conservation Laboratory in 
Phoenix, Arizona. Intensive evaporation suppression 
is a necessary final step in most water harvesting 
concepts. A symposium on the subject was held in 
Phoenix in May 1974 which attracted participants 
from several countries including Australia. The 
proceedings of this symposium include several papers 
giving costs, percent suppression, and maintenance 
problems encountered with various types of floating 
covers (ARS, 1974). 
A summary of research at the Phoenix laboratory 
on various pond covers is given by Cooley and Fink 
(1974). Methods of suppression investigated include: 
1. Changing reflecting properties of water by 
dyes. 
2. Floating covers such as perlit ore, Polysty-
rene rafts and beads, wax blocks, and butyl 
rubber. 
3. Shading the surface with plastic mesh. 
4. Installing wind barriers. 
Efficiencies varied from 6 to 95 percent with the more 
effective methods costing $1.00 or less per 1,000 
gallons saved. 
Prospects for Future 
Despite the rather discouraging results of the 
USBR projects in this country, and the elimination of 
further research financing caused by the SRI report, 
research on monolayer fIlms is continuing on a small 
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scale in the U.S. and in other countries such as Canada 
(Lapp, 1968), Australia (Macritchie, 1969), and Israel 
(Reiser, 1969). 
An interesting idea has been presented by 
William D. Garrett (1971). He suggests that under 
even moderate wind conditions the common n-alkanol 
monolayers rapidly lose their ability to act as a vapor 
barrier due to the reduction of film pressure. 
However, the striking ability of the film to dampen 
waves exists at very low film pressures and this may 
be even more important than the vapor barrier effect 
in regard to reducing evaporation under windy 
conditions. He indicates that other types of alcohol 
such as more rapidly spreading oleyl alcohol dampen 
waves both in the capillary range and the gravity 
breaking waves (wind speeds to 20 mph); and that 
such dampening has a significant effect on the vapor 
transport mechanism which causes extremely high 
evaporation under windy conditions. This is a 
different concept of evaporation suppression with a 
chemical film which should be investigated. 
Another promising approach to evaporation 
suppression is that of lowering the water surface 
temperature by thermal destratification. This concept 
has not been evaluated at all in the literature. The 
potential of this approach will be investigated during 
the second year of this project. 
EVAPORATION FROM OPEN WATER IN UTAH 
The necessary first step in estimating how much 
water can be salvaged by evaporation suppression is 
to determine a reasonably accurate estimate of normal 
evaporation. This is so because evaporation 
suppression is normally expressed as a percent of the 
natural rate . Any error in the natural evaporation 
estimate therefore becomes a component of error in 
the salvage estimate. Because the rate of evaporation 
varies with wind, temperature, and relative humidity, 
which in turn vary with climatic cycles, a long term 
average evaporation estimate is necessary to predict 
expected values of salvageable water. The necessary 
information for estimating normal amounts of 
evaporation from water surfaces on a statewide basis 
fall logically into two categories: (1) determination of 
average surface area for each body of water, and (2) 
estimation of the average depth of water evaporated 
from each body of water. 
Surface Storage Inventory 
nata sources and procedure 
Existing information on reservoirs and lakes was 
gathered from various sources. Several different 
agencies have developed surface storage data which 
were helpful, but none of which were adequate by 
themselves. Principal data sources were: 
(1) State Engineers Office: By statutory 
requirement any construction of a storage reservoir in 
Utah requires approval by the State Engineer. Such 
approval requires submission of reservoir plans. This 
office was therefore a primary source of data such as 
name, location, maximum surface area, and capacity 
of man-made impoundments down to as small as 
5-acres of surface area. The State Engineer records, 
however, do not include data on most large reservoirs 
constructed by federal agencies such as the Bureau of 
Reclamation. 
(2) Interagency Framework Studies: The Pacific 
Southwest Inter-Agency Committee Reports on the 
Upper Colorado (1971) and the Great Basin Regions 
(1971) both include reservoir inventories consisting of 
maximum surface areas and capacities. 
(3) Bureau of Reclamation: Data on USBR 
impoundments which were recently constructed (or 
are under construction) or for other reasons were 
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missing from other inventories, were obtained from 
the USBR Regional Office in Salt Lake City. This 
information included area-capacity curves and USBR 
evaporation estimates on Flaming Gorge and Lake 
Powell. 
(4) Other Regional Inventories: Thomas and 
Harbeck (1956) inventoried man-made reservoirs with 
over 5000-acre-feet capacity. Myers (1962) extended 
this inventory to smaller and natural lakes by a 
statistical sampling procedure in 17 western states. 
This inventory aggregates data by river basin and 
state rather than listing individual reservoirs. This 
publication also develops a statistical relationship 
between maximum surface area and effective area (in 
terms of evaporation). However, the data for this 
function included only two Utah reservoirs. An 
analysis of 18 Utah reservoirs for which several years 
of storage records are available (from USGS surface 
water records) indicated a very different size/ 
effective area relationship. This analysis will be 
described in a later section. 
(5) Other state inventories: The Utah State 
Division of Health has assembled an inventory of both 
man-made and natural impoundment surface areas. 
However, comparison with various other sources 
indicated that this list includes substantial errors in 
many reservoirs. The Utah State Division of Fish and 
Game has inventoried open water in wetland areas 
(Nelson, 1966; and Regenthal and Jensen, forth-
coming). These were helpful in separating natural 
open water areas from phreatophyte areas in wetland 
environments. 
The various existing inventories collectively 
provided a relatively complete, although frequently 
conflicting list of man-made impoundments. Consider-
able effort, including a site visit to many 
impoundments was required to cross check for 
completeness and accuracy of these data. 
Size data for natural lakes, ponds, and wetlands 
were not as readily available and much of this portion 
of the inventory was planimetered from USGS 
topographic maps. 
The open water inventory was classified as 
follows : 
1. Salt Water: (Oreat Salt Lake only) 
II. Fresh Water: 
Natural Lakes 
Unmanaged Wetland 
Man-made Lakes 
(or natural but 
regulated by man) 
Managed Wetlands 
(any size) 
over 1000 acres 
100 to 1000 acres 
under 100 acres 
(any size) 
over 1000 acres 
100 to 1000 acres 
under 100 acres 
Federal 
State 
Private 
In addition to this classification, summaries were 
made of each major hydrologic basin in the state. Each 
body of water was assigned a number by which it 
could be located (Figure 1). The reservoir name, 
number, and size data are listed in Appendix B. In the 
case of unmanaged wetlands in a particular area, a 
single number was assigned to several unnamed 
bodies of water. 
The final step in the preparation of the reservoir 
size and location inventory was a visual inspection of 
the major reservoirs throughout the state. The on-site 
evaluations provided additional information and also 
served as a verification of the published records. 
Reservoir site characteristics were noted for 
determination of the site factor. This in an index used 
to compute suppression efficiency which will be 
described later. Climatological parameters were 
recorded at the same time as an aid for estimating the 
exposure index, which is defined in the appendix on 
evaporation computation. 
EHeetive area 
One of the difficult aspects of a statewide 
evaporation estimate is determining the proper 
fraction of the maximum surface area which will best 
represent the "effective area." This is defined as the 
surface area by which the seasonal or annual 
evaporation depth can be multiplied to produce the 
best estimate of volume evaporated. This is not simply 
the average physical seasonal or annual surface area, 
because the periods of high evaporation need to be 
weighted differently than the area for colder months 
in order to "approximate the evaporation volume. In 
order to estimate effective areas for Utah, 18 
reservoirs for which historic storage data are available 
were analyzed in the following manner: the end of 
month capacities for each reservoir were averaged for 
all years of record. Thesf: fjgures were converted to 
surface areas by usmg th~ portion of the 
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elevation/ capacity given in the water supply records 
and extrapolating on log paper as required. Using the 
average monthly surface areas, the average May to 
October volume of evaporation was computed for a 
sample of eight sizes and types of reservoirs by using a 
monthly evaporation depth model as follows: 
Month 
May 
June 
July 
Aug. 
Se pt. 
Oct. 
Percent of 
May-Oct. Evap. 
13.3 
20 
2 1.4 
18.7 
16 
10.6 
100 
This temporal evaporation distribution is based 
upon monthly amounts developed by the Soil 
Conservation Service (SCS, 1969) for central Utah. 
The total seasonal volume of evaporation for each 
reservoir was then used to determine a single surface 
area which would have produced the same volume of 
loss (the effective area). The hope was that the aver-
age area occurring at a particular time of the year 
would approximate this effective area. Analysis of the 
data showed that the area at the end of July is surpris-
ingly close to this figure for all reservoirs as shown in 
Table 1 (average error was 2 percent). The end of July 
was therefore used for all other reservoirs for which 
these data were available. 
The ratio of effective area (end of July) to 
maximum area is given in Table 2 for all reservoirs for 
which data were available. No apparent significant 
relationship exists between this ratio and size of 
reservoir in terms of either surface area or volume. 
The ratios for Utah reservoirs are substantially 
different than those developed by Myers (1962). 
Myers (using only two Utah data points) suggested, 
for example, a ratio of two-thirds for reservoirs larger 
than 1000 acres and one-third for those smaller than 
400 acres. In order to estimate the effective area for 
Utah water for which no storage data were available, 
the following effective/maximum ratios were used: 
Small or shallow impoundments .65 
Deep impoundments or those 
known to remain essentially full .90 
All others (except where site 
visit or personal knowledge indi-
cated otherwise) .80 
Utah Wind Analysis 
Any analysis of potential for evaporation 
suppression will determine very quickly that wind is 
Table 1. Comparison of end of July area to effective area from evaporation model. 
I 2 3 4 5 
Max. Surf. End of July Effective Ratio 
No. Reservoir Area (ac) Area (ac) Area (ac) (4/3) 
25 Willard Bay 9,950 9,900 9,894 .9994 
33 Bear Lake 70,500 70,000 69,787 .997 
40 Hyrum Dam 480 434 444 1.023 
53 East Canyon 684 552 545 .987 
54 Echo 1,470 1,254 1,224 .976 
109 Flaming Gorge 41,800 31,300 30,112 .962 
141 Scofield 2,810 2,520 2538 1.007 
176 Piute 2,598 1,420 1,491 1.050 
Table 2. Ratio of effective (end of July) to maximum surface area. 
No. Reservoir Effective Area Maximum Area Ratio 
25 Willard Bay 9,900 9,950 .995 
33 Bear Lake 70,000 70,500 .993 
40 Hyrum 434 480 .904 
45 Pineview 2,626 2,870 .915 
46 Lost Creek 330 365 .904 
53 East Canyon 552 684 .807 
54 Echo 1,254 1,470 .853 
64 Rockport 991 1,080 .918 
97 Moon Lake 702 1,150 .610 
101 Utah Lake 80,877 95,900 .843 
109 Flaming Gorge 31,300 41,800 .749 
129 Sevier Bridge 2,572 10,905 .236 
141 Scofield 2,520 2,810 .897 
176 Piute 1,420 2,598 .547 
177 Otter Creek 1,831 2,768 .661 
225 Lake Powell 114,000 162,700 .701 
230 Joe's Valley 867 1,170 .741 
Ave. Ratio .781 
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the dominant parameter. This is true in regard to any 
method which requires a vapor barrier over the 
surface. Effectiveness of a chemical film is obviously 
related inversely to wind speed and frequency. 
Floating covers on small ponds often work well until 
high winds displace or destroy them. For this reason, 
a substantial effort has been devoted to analyzing 
wind speeds and frequency distributions in Utah. 
Pan data 
Unfortunately, historic wind data are not 
available at most reservoir sites. Most of the data 
which are typically used are from the nearest Class A 
pan station. The evaporation pan anemometers are 
located 2 feet above the ground surface. These data 
have several problems in regard to use for wind 
estimates at reservoir sites: 
1. The pans are usually located at climatalog-
ical stations, not at reservoir sites. Making inferences 
about reservoir wind from a pan anemometer located 
even a few miles away can be very inaccurate because 
of differences in site exposure conditions. This is 
particularly true in mountainous locations. 
2. Pan data consist of total wind movement in 
miles per day or per month. Such data give average 
wind speed, but reveal little about instantaneous 
speeds or daily peaks. They can, however, be used as 
indices of probability of certain wind speed thresholds 
which will be discussed later. 
3. Pan anemometers almost always have 
significantly different exposure conditions than an 
instrument located near to or on a reservoir. In fact, 
many ofthe pan dat~in Utah show a gradual decrease 
in average wind speed from May to October. Most 
data from higher anemometers such as at airports do 
not show this same seasonal decrease (although some 
sites do indicate higher spring winds). The difference 
is clearly due to the growth stage of surrounding 
vegetation. The surface roughness changes as 
surrounding plants mature. In fact, the Utah State 
Climatologist indicates that each time a crop of hay is 
cut, it has a significant effect on wind data at certain 
anemometers which are surrounded by alfalfa fields. 
Since a reservoir surface is much smoother than a 
typical land surface (except during high wave 
conditions) a serious transference problem exists. A 
correlation between airport and pan anemometers 
developed later in this report indicates that pan wind 
speeds are typically two-thirds of 2-foot winds which 
are derived from higher anemometers and reduced by 
the power law. 
Regardless of the problems associated with pan 
wind qata, they are by far the most extensive wind 
data available. This research has established the fact 
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that they have real value in estimating reservoir 
winds provided that the extrapolation is done by a 
climatologist armed with knowledge of exposure 
conditions at both the pan and the reservoir. A 
substantial amount of effort during the initial year of 
this project wa devoted to determining exposure 
condition at the major reservoirs in Utah. The 
exposure fac tors ar e sential, not only for estimating 
evaporation. but al 0 for estimating evaporation 
uppre ion (suitability for film maintenance). 
Pan wind data do have the important advantage 
that they ar correlated in time and location with pan 
evaporation da ta (which are used to estimate 
reservoir evaporation). Also, a few Utah pan stations 
are located on r servoir horeline so that most of the 
problems de cribed herein do not apply. 
A summary of pan wind data (as well as related 
evaporation and maximum and minimum water 
temperature) from 34 National Weather Service 
stations has been published by the Utah State 
Climatologist (Richardson, undated pamphlet) and the 
standard deviation for these data were computed 
during this project. From these raw data Richardson 
has also computed normalized 1941-70 pan winds and 
evaporation for these stations on a monthly (May to 
October) basis. 
Airport data 
The other major ource of wind data in Utah is 
airport anemometers . This is a different form of data 
and has some advantages over pan data. One of the 
important fa tors in regard to suitability of a reservoir 
for use of a monolayer film is the frequency of winds of 
sufficient velocity to remove the film. Airport data are 
recorded at various intervals depending on the type of 
instrumentation and the availability of personnel. 
Most airports record wind speed at I -hour intervals, 
but others use 3 or 6 hour intervals. The I-hour 
intervaJ is considered about optimum for evaporation 
suppression analysis. Gusts of short duration aren't 
significant in terms of stripping a film (except on 
extremely sman ponds where the film method is not 
practical anyway). Intervals of 6 hours produce data 
which are not as accurate in representing frequency 
distribution of particular wind speeds during a 24-hour 
period due to the dampening or smoothing affect of 
missed peaks if, however, enough years of record are 
used to produce the distribution, the accuracy is 
improved. 
Airport data suffer from the disadvantage that 
the anemometers are located higher above the 
surfaces than is desirable for evaporation analysis. 
The 11 airport stations used in this project had 
anemometers varying in height from 15 to 60 feet. Due 
to the viscosity of the air and the dampening effect of 
the ground or water surface, wind velocity, in general, 
increases with distance from the earth's surface. The 
most widely accepted functional relation between 
elevation and wind speed is the "power law": 
V and Z represent wind speed and distance from 
ground surface respectively at elevations one and two; 
The exponent c has been found to vary both with 
surface roughness and wind velocity. Gutierrez (1970) 
\ found that for average wind speeds across a grassy 
surface, c was 0.296. In this report a value of c = 0.3 
was used. Figure 2 is a graphical representation of the 
resulting function. 
One of the surprising aspects of the literature 
search was the difficulty of determining the 
anemometer heights used on various evaporation 
measurement and evaporation suppression research 
projects. The published literature gives many data on 
average wind speeds and some on wind speed 
frequency distributions but quite frequently no 
anemometer elevation is given. Occasionally, 
photographs of the instruments are given from which 
one can estimate the approximate height. This 
frequent omission is unfortunate because suppression 
effectiveness data cannot be compared until average 
wind speeds have been reduced to a common height 
basis by the power law. The power law defines the 
following vertical gradient for wind speed. 
Table 3. Wind speed elevatioD relatioDship. 
Wind at anemometer Windat2 
(V2) of 10 mph at meters 
the following heights (VI) =KV2 
2 feet 14.3 
2 meters 10 
10 feet 8.8 
15 feet 7.8 
20 feet 7.15 
25 feet 6.7 
30 feet 6.3 
40 feet 5.8 
ZI (HEIGHT IN METERS) 
1 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 
I~~~---T---r--~--T---.--.---.---r--.---.---r--.---.---r--:r--.-~r-~r--;~~ 
.8 
.7 
~ .6 
-I IN NN 
-.5 
• 
~ 
.4 
.3 
.2 
.I 
11 • 2 METE'" 
°o~--~----~----~--~----~----~----L---~------------------------------~ 45 50 55 60 65 70 
Fipre 2. Vertieal Wind Speed Profile. 
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As indicated in Table 3, at elevations near the 
ground surface a significant gradient occurs. The 
2-meter height was selected for this project as the 
common height at which wind speeds are to be 
compared. As Table 1 shows, if an anemometer is at 40 
feet but is thought to be at 30 feet, the 10 foot error 
would produce a relatively minor 8 percent error in 
the 2-meter estimate. On the other hand, if an 
anemometer at 15 feet is assumed to be at 2 meters, 
the 8.5 foot error in elevation produces a 28 percent 
error in wind speed (assuming the power law is 
accurate). 
Another factor which can introduce error in 
comparing pan and airport data is that pan winds are 
usually in miles per hour (mph) while airport winds 
are recorded in nautical miles per hour (knots) . The 
relationship is as follows: 
mph = 1.15 knots 
Some of the literature speaks of wind speed based 
on airport data without specifying which dimensions 
are used. In this report all wind data will be in mph at 
2-meter height unless noted otherwise. The 
exception to this are pan data which will be mph at 
2-foot height unless noted otherwise. Pan wind can be 
converted to 2-meter wind by multiplying by 1.42. 
A disadvantage of airport data is that unless 
someone has already summarized the raw data for 
some previous use, it is available only on microfilm. 
The data are voluminous and take a good deal of effort 
to reduce to usable form. Hourly data for example 
consist of 8,760 readings for each year of record. For 
this reason, a limited number of years of record were 
used. Initially, 5 or more years of record were 
summarized for a few stations. Analysis of these data 
showed little change in estimates of the mean and the 
frequency distribution between the 5-year and 3-year 
records for stations with hourly readings. Therefore, 
only 3 years of data were used for several stations. 
For stations with 6-hour readings, more years of 
record were used. 
The airport data analysis was designed to answer 
two questions: 
1. Can average wind speed be used as an 
index of wind distribution? That is, is there a 
dependable correlation between average monthly or 
seasonal wind speed and the percent of time winds 
exceed particular magnitudes? 
2. If airport wind data are reduced to pan data 
height (2 feet) · by the power law, what is the 
correlation between the two types of data? 
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To address these problems data from ten airports 
in Utah were summarized. The statistics which were 
estimated were: 
1. Average wind speed at 2 meters. 
2. Percent of time wind exceeds 5 mph. 
3. Percent of time wind exceeds 10 mph. 
4. Percent of time wind exceeds 15 mph. 
These exceedance magnitudes were selected from a 
literature review based upon identifying a range of 
wind speeds which are indicative of particular 
threshold effects on a monolayer film. 
Wind is normally considered to be extremely site 
specific. That assumption was not refuted by this 
study; however, a rather good correlation was found 
between average wind and frequency of certain wind 
speeds, regardless of the type of site. Table 4 
summarizes the May to October airport wind data. 
Monthly data for these stations are given in 
Appendix C. 
The information from Table 4 was analyzed by 
using a polynomial regression model to determine the 
best functional relationship between average wind 
speed and percent of time winds over 5, 10, and 15. 
mph occur. Because the average wind is less than or 
close to 5 mph for many stations, the 5 mph func-
tion has a point of inflection and a cubic form was used 
for this equation. The higher speed curves do not pass 
through such points and therefore quadratic fits were 
best. The least squares regression equations and 
correlation coefficients are as follows: 
Y5 = -10.lU + 6.68U2 - .583U3 (R = .96) 
Y10 = .843U + .182U2 (R = .84) 
Y15 = -.l4BU + .0869U2 (R = .66) 
where Y is the fraction of time during which winds 
over 5, 10, and 15 mph respectively occur, U is the 
May to October average 2 meter wind, and R is the 
correlation coefficient. 
These tequations and the actual data points are 
shown graphically in Figure 3. The .96 correlation for 
the over 5 mph curve is somewhat higher than it 
should be. The cubic equation derived actually reaches 
a maximum value between 6 and 8 mph and decreases 
to a point very close to the Hill Field data. In reality, 
however, the function should obviously be monotonic 
and is sketched as such in Figure 3. 
Table 4. May-Oetober wind speed and frequeney distnbution. 
% of time wind exceeds these 
Airport location 
Hanksville 
Bryce Canyon 
Cedar City 
Hill AFB 
Delta 
Salt Lake City 
Airport 
Green River 
Wendover 
Ely 
Bullfrog Basin 
70 
20 
10 
Years Avg.2 meter speeds at 2 meter weight 
analyzed Data frequency 
63,64, 65 1 hr. 
67,68,69 1 hr. 
67,68,69 
70, 71 1 hr. 
41 to 65 1 hr. 
39,40, 41 From existing 
wind rose 
50 to 60, + 
70, 71 , 72 
61 to 71 
42 to 65 
70, 71 , 72 
70, 71, 72, 
73 
I GREEN RIVER 
2 WENDOVER 
3 BRYCE CANYON 
4 CEDAR 'CITY 
5 HANKSVILLE 
• DELTA 
7 ELY 
8 BULLFROG BASIN 
• SALT lAKE CITY 
1 hr. 
6 hr. 
1 hr. 
1 hr. 
6 hr. 
10 HilL AIR FORCE BASE 
wind mph 
4.62 
4.59 
4.6 
7.8 
5.1 
5.75 
3.2 
3.9 
5.35 
5.67 
o 0 
5 mph 10 mph 
39.9 13.7 
41.7 5.2 
41.9 8.76 
51.7 16.7 
46.0 6.5 
52. 1 10.1 
16.7 3.35 
21.3 3.1 
53 6.3 
41 14.1 
• 
I 
2 
I 
OYER 10 MPH 
. . . 
OVER 15 MPH 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
MAY TO OCTOBER AVERAGE 2 METER WINO (MPH) 
15 mph 
3.35 
0.1 
1.0 
4.0 
0.1 
1.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
4.3 
-
Ffpre 3. Seasonal wind frequeney distribution. 
15 
Height of 
Instrument 
25' 
38' 
42' 
15' 
30± 
20',33',58' 
26' 
22,31,60 
47' 
22' 
--
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The over 10 mph curve is the more important of 
the three curves because sustained winds at or above 
this speed result in a rapid decrease in evaporation 
suppression. It is interesting that the correlation for 
this function could have been increased from .84 to 
over .95 by deleting the Hanksville and Bullfrog data. 
These two stations are within 50 miles of each other 
and apparently experience quite different wind 
distributions than the other eight ·stations. Additional 
data and analysis of the site conditions may reveal a 
means of defining more than . one function for each 
speed threshold depending on site f~ctors . However, 
in this initial analysis a correlation coefficient of .84 
was considered adequate and the function appears to 
be useful in its present form. 
Salt Lake City data were originally based upon a 
published to-year summary. The anemometer location 
however, was changed twice during the to-year 
period. This made it difficult to select a reliable factor 
by which to reduce the data to a z.-meter basis. For 
this reason three additional years of data were 
reduced from microfilm. Both summaries are shown in 
Appendix C as "Salt Lake City Original" and "Salt 
Lake City New." The two distributions are very 
different and it would b~ desirable to verify the 
distribution at the present site by using additional 
years of record. However, for this report these two 
summaries were combined (with equal weight) to 
create the data point shown in Table 4. 
The over 15 mph curve shows that the winds of 
this range occur less than 2 percent of the time at most 
stations and less than 4.3 percent at all stations in 
Utah for which there are data. This information is of 
more practical importance than ~he rather poor 
regression fit. 
The correlation coefficient for at least the over 5 
and to mph curves appears to answer in the 
affirmative the question posed previously. Average 
wind speed appears to be a good index of wind speed 
distribut ion. 
The results portrayed in Figure 3 were used to 
develop the evaporation suppression model shown in 
Figure 4. The scales at the top of that figure are based 
upon the best fit lines shown in Figure 3. 
The other objective of the Utah wind data 
analysis was to compare pan data to airport data and 
examine the implications of the inherent shielding 
differences. This is a difficult task because, ideally, 
what is needed is pan and higher elevation data at 
approximately the same point. There are only two 
locations in Utah where both types of data are 
available - Salt Lake City Airport and Green River. 
The Utah St ate Climatologist, however, had 
previously estimated pan winds at several of the 
locations at which airport data are available 
(Richardson, unpublished report). This estimate was 
based upon knowledge of exposure conditions at these 
sites and a correlation with adjacent measured pan 
winds. A comparison of airport and pan winds, both 
measured and estimated, were thus possible for seven 
stations in Utah. This comparison is shown in Table 5. 
Airport data normally are not affected by the. 
vegetative shielding that reduces pan winds. It is 
therefore considered to be the better indicator of 
reservoir wind (other site condi~ions being equal). 
This statement is made in regard to actual reservoir 
wind in terms of its effect on a monolayer film-not in. 
relation to evaporation estimates. The distinction is ' 
important because lake evaporation has traditionally 
Table 5. Airport and pan wind data ·comparison. 
Station Airport Winds Pan Winds 2 feet ratio 
2 meters 2 feet (* = estimated) (pan/airport) 
Delta 5.1 3.5 3.5* 1.0 
Wendover 3.9 2.7 2.1 0.78 
Salt Lake City 
Airport 5.8 4.4 2.9 0.75 
Bryce Canyon 4.6 3.2 2.1* 0.66 
Cedar City 4.6 3.2 2.1* 0.66 
Hanksville 4.6 3.2 1.7* 0.53 
Green River 3.2 2.2 0.84 0.38 
Average 0.68 
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been computed as pan evaporation corrected by a pan 
coefficient. When such estimates are made for 
reservoirs at which there are no pan data, the 
accepted procedure is to estimate the wind and 
temperature parameters necessary to compute pan 
evaporation from an equation of the form discussed in 
the next section and then to apply the accepted pan 
coefficient. In this case, the wind estimat'ed should be 
the pan wind, not the corrected or airport type wind. 
Having made this distinction, it is proposed that 
monolayer stripping wind estimates (Model A) be 
based upon 2-meter elevation winds; and that where 
pan type winds are the basis for such winds, that they 
be adjusted by the average ratio from Table 3 as 
follows: 
1 U2m=Up ( 68 ) = (2.1)Up 
. x .702 
where U2m is the 2-meter reservoir site wind herein-
after referred to as reservoir wind; Up is the 2-foot 
pan wind; and .68 and .702 are r~spectively the 
shielding and elevation correction factors. 
Reservoir wind estimates 
. Using the 30-year normal winds at Utah pan 
stations and several other related parameters as a 
data base, average May to October reservoir winds 
were estimated for each surface storage location in the 
state. These wind estimates were then used for 
calculating evaporation (2-foot winds) and potential 
percent suppression (2-meter winds) of May to 
October evaporation. A substantial effort went into 
this estimate, including a visit to each reservoir site 
during which exposure conditions were noted and 
photographed. Details of the exposure parameters are 
discussed in connection with development of the 
exposure index in the next chapter. The reservoir 
wind estimates are given in Appendix D. 
Evaporation Computations 
Fresh water 
Many different methods of estimating lake 
evaporation are described in the literature. They 
range from .using maps with iso-lines of evaporation 
such as those in the Weather Bureau Technical Publi-
cation No. 37 (Kohler et al., 1959) to rather complex 
water budget or energy budget methods such as those 
used at Lake Hefner (USBR, 1959). The latter 
methods, although more accurate, require a large 
investment in instrumentation and data gathering and 
are obviously not feasible for a statewide inventory. 
The previously published evaporation maps which ' 
included the Utah area were not considered adequate 
for the objectives of this study. Kohler's evaporation 
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map of the 17 Western States was based upon 10 years 
of pan data ending in 1955. Additional evaporation 
data are now available in Utah and the Utah State 
Climatologist (Richardson, 1971) has recently 
summarized and published pan evaporation, wind, and 
maximum and minimum temperature data from 34 
Class A evaporation pan stations in Utah. From these 
data Richardson has also determined normalized 
evaporation and pan wind estimates for these stations 
for the 1941 to 1970 period. 
One method for computing pan evaporation was 
developed at USU by Jerald E. Christiansen (1966). It 
is based upon regression equations from historic data 
for the various climatic parameters considered. The 
method requires estimation of mean temperature, 
wind, relative humidity, sunshine percentage. These 
are essentially the same parameters (plus sunshine 
percentage) as are required for the Richardson 
method used in this project which will be described 
next. The Christiansen methodology may have 
provided comparable accuracy to the method used, 
however, the Richardson method had already been 
applied to 139 stations · in Utah. This provided a 
substantial data base as a starting point for computing 
evaporation at each reservoir in Utah. Also the 
Richardson method was more adaptable to the type of 
inventory developed in this project. It required site 
exposure factor data which related to and provided 
part of the site factor for the evaporation suppression 
model to be described later. The Rich.ardson 
evaporation computation method is described in a 
brief separate paper included herein as Appendix A. 
Richardson began with the classic Dalton equation: 
where Ep is pan evaporation, es is saturation vapor 
pressure, ea is the vapor pressure of the air, and a is a 
constant and u is wind speed. Richardson found that 
for Utah stations, the "constant" is actually a variable 
Junction of wind only which can be eliminated by 
classifying each site as to location exposure and wind 
conditions. Also since ea is a function of es and relative 
humidity, the Richardson method requires either 
measurement or estimation of the following para-
meters for each site: 
1. Average vapor pressure at water surface, 
es (which is a known function of mean 
water temperature). 
2. Relative humidity. These data are usually 
not available but can be estimated ade-
quately from elevation and knowledge of 
site conditions. 
3. Mean wind speed. These data are not 
available at most sites but can be estimated 
4. 
by examining wind data from nearby sites 
combined with a knowledge of site condi-
tions. 
Classification of the site into one of 
three categories: . 
a. Flat valley sites with pan wind less 
than 60 miles per day. 
b. Flat valley sites with pan winds of 60 
to 90 miles per day. 
c. All . canyon sites and valley sites 
with pan winds over 90 miles per 
day. 
Richardson had previously used the regression 
equation resulting from the 34 pan data stations to 
compute evaporation at 105 other climatological 
stations in Utah (stations at which ' temperature but 
not evaporation data were available). From these data 
points a pan evaporation iso-line map of Utah was 
constructed (Figure 4). This represents Utah pan 
evaporation with much better accuracy than previous 
iso-maps. However, in mountainous topography 
(where most Utah reservoirs are located) even this 
improved map could . produce serious errors. The 
primary difficulty is in extrapolating the value of the 
wind parameter. Wind speed is highly site specific. It 
can be estimated adequately by a climatologist who 
has a knowledge of the up-slope basin shape, slope, 
size, elevation, and vegetation, but cannot be simply 
interpolated between adjacent sites which may 
possess different exposures. For this reason, 
evaporation was calculated individually for each body 
of water included in the reservoir inventory by using 
the Richardson equations. To illustrate the size of 
error one can expec~ from using Figure 4 to estimate 
evaporation at Utah reservoirs, the following com-
parison was made: 
1. The pan evaporation at each man-made 
reservoir which is over 200 acres was 
estimated from the iso-line map (Figure 4). 
2. The ratio between this evaporation and 
that from the Richardson equation was 
determined. 
3. The ratios were .categorized as those at 
reservoirs over or under 7000 feet in 
. elevation. 
The analysis showed that Figure 4 gives good 
results for reservoirs under 7000 feet (average ratio = 
0.999 with a standard deviation of .148). For higher 
elevation reservoirs, however, Figure 4 over-
estimated evaporation by an average of 57 percent 
(ratio = 1.57 with standard deviation of 0.45). This 
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agreement at low elevations and large error at high 
elevations simply reflects the sparsity of climatologi-
cal stations at high elevations. A much better lake 
evaporation contour map (Figure 9) is developed later 
in this report based upon the evaporation calculation 
for each reservoir included in the inventory. 
In order to develop data necessary for estimating 
the required evaporation parameters, all major 
reservoirs (those over 1,000 acres surface area) in the 
state were visited. In addition, all smaller reservoirs 
which were located close to the route required for 
major ones were also visited. Colored photographs of 
each site were taken, wind direction, data, and time 
were recorded, and other exposure data for use in the 
suppression model were noted. By correlating this on-
site information with basin slope, elevation, and size 
data from topographic maps, the necessary site para-
meters were estimated and seasonal (May to October) 
pan evaporation was computed for each. 
The seasonal lake evaporation was then computed 
by applying the appropriate Richardson equation. 
Annual evaporation for each site was estimated by 
applying the seasonal/annual factor from Weather 
Bureau Technical Publication No. 37 (Figure 5). Lake 
evaporation was also calculated from the annual pan 
coefficients give~ in Technical Publication No. 37 
(Figure 6). The magnitude of error introduced by use 
of these two factors is unknown, however, no better 
procedure is available. Meaningful pan data are 
limited to approximately May to October at most Utah 
sites. The lake/pan coefficients are widely recognized 
as being quite accurate on an annual basis and no 
attempt was made to determine the much less reliable 
monthly coefficients. 
Effect of reservoir depth 
Large variations in reservoir depth result in 
significant monthly variations in evaporation. Due to 
the difference in heat storage capacity, the surface 
temperature increase during early summer on a deep 
reservoir will lag behind the mean air temperature 
much more than on a very shallow reservoir. Harding 
(1962) compared evaporation on two adjacent lakes in 
Nevada; one 15 feet and the other 200 feet deep. A 
summary of the results is as follows: 
Period 
Mar.-Aug. 
Sept. Feb. 
May-Oct. 
Total for year 
Deep 
Lake 
1.88 
2.14 
2.45 
4.02 
Shallow 
Lake 
3.03 
.95 
3.31 
3.98 
Ratio 
Deep/Shallow 
.62 
2.25 
.74 
1.01 
77 
76 
Figure 5. 
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May-October evaporation as percent of annual in Utah (Utah Iso. map). 
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Figure 6. Annual Class A pan coefficient (Utah iso. map). 
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The summary shows surprising equality on an 
annual basis. a three-fourths ratio for the 
May-October season used in this report and much 
greater variation during the fall-winter period. The 
Harding analysis suggests that reservoir depth should 
be considered in estimating evaporation for time 
periods other than complete years. Unfortunately 
there is not sufficient data to develop such a 
relationship for depths other than those compared by 
Harding. The lake evaporation estimates produced in 
this report are based upon pan to lake coefficients 
which in turn were developed from studies on 
relatively deep lakes (Lake Hefner and Mead for 
example). Because of this. the May to October 
evaporation figures for very shallow impoundments 
such as the Bird Refuge areas may be somewhat 
higher than reported herein. The annual figures. 
however. should be more accurate. ' 
Salt water 
The evaporation equations described previously 
do not apply to salt water. The estimated evaporation 
on Great Salt Lake was taken from previous special 
studies of the lake. Such estimates cover a rather wide 
range. There are several factors which make salt 
water evaporation estimates more difficult than those 
on other bodies of water. Evaporation varies not only 
with climatic factors but also with salinity. 
Since the lake salinity varies significantly with 
stored volume. this factor is related to lake stage. 
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Pan data are difficult to interpret since at certain 
times condensation occurs on the lake while evapora-
tion is occurring from fresh water. Another diHicult 
factor to evaluate is the variability of evaporation 
across the lake. Warm dry winds from the northwest 
cause high evaporation rates as the air begins to cross 
the lake. but by the time this air mass reaches evapo-
ration pans near the southeast shore the relative 
humidity has increased greatly. thereby decreasing 
evaporation at these pans (Dickson and McCullom. 
1965). 
Long term average estimates of evaporation on 
Great Salt Lake can be misleading because of the large 
variation with lake stage as well as climate. Fletcher 
(1974) reports a range of 29.5 inches to 45 inches 
during the period of record. The lake stage. however. 
during the summer of 1974 is about 4201 which is 
rather close to the average for the period of record 
(4201.7). Because of the lack of agreement among 
researchers as to the long term average lake 
evaporation. the traditional Adams (1934) estimate of 
37.7 inches was used in the inventory. This is quite 
close to estimates of Peck and Dickson (1965) of 34 
inches plus the groundwater inflow. It is much less 
than the estimate suggested by eddy flux 
measurements reported by Dickson and McCullom 
(1965) of 50.8 inches for the summer only (although the 
winter condensation may decrease this figure when 
extending to an annual basis). It is apparent that much 
additional research is needed to develop a reliable 
evaporation function for Great Salt Lake. 
UTAH EVAPORATION SUPPRESSION MODEL 
Suppression Methods 
As indicated in the literature review, past 
attempts at evaporation suppression have essentially 
been limited to two methods: (1) Maintenance of a 
monolayer film on the water surface of medium or 
large impoundments, or (2) installation of more 
permanent wind resistant floating covers on small 
ponds. 
There are other factors which are important to 
consider during the planning stage for new reservoirs. 
These include site selection which will minimize the 
surface area/volume ratio, wind conditions, perimeter 
vegetation, and the possiblity of substituting 
groundwater aquifers for surface storage. Other 
considerations, however, often dictate a particular 
surface storage site. Once the impoundment is 
constructed, little can be done with these parameters 
except perhaps to improve wind breaks around 
reservoirs which are small enough for perimeter 
conditions to exert a significant influence on 
evaporation. Another possibility of this type is adding 
dikes to limit the surface area to deeper areas which 
store more water than they evaporate. This treatment 
is worthwhile only in reservoirs with large shallow 
areas such as Utah Lake. 
One major purpose of this project is to estimate 
the statewide potential in Utah for increasing the 
water supply by suppressing evaporation. The major 
effort to date in this regard has been as follows: 
1. Inventory existing surface storage. 
2. Estimate the present average evaporation 
rates. 
3. Estimate the percent suppression achiev-
able with a monolayer film on each im-
poundment in Utah. 
4. Estimate the suppression achievable on 
small ponds with floating covers. 
Items one and two, the reservoir inventory and 
normal evaporation estimates, have been described in 
previous sections. Items three and four will be 
addressed later in this chapter. The following section, 
however, describes a different approach which will be 
pursued during the second phase of this project. 
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Reservoir Destratification 
During the progress of the monolayer film 
research, the writers became aware of a completely 
different approach to evaporation suppression which 
appears to have important potential and which 
surprisingly, is not treated at all in the literatute. 
Examination of Dalton's basic evaporation 
equation reveals that evaporation is a function of two 
primary variables, the water to air vapor pressure 
gradient which releases water vapor from the surface 
and the wind which moves the vapor away. The effect 
of a monolayer film is actually the opposite of what is 
desired in terms of the vapor pressure gradient; that 
is, by suppressing the cooling effect of evaporation, 
the surface water temperature increases above 
normal, thereby causing very rapid evaporation (a 
higher gradient) when the film is broken, resulting in 
a decreased net savings. 
The ideal suppression method would be one that 
would decrease rather than increase the surface 
temperature, thereby decreasing the vapor pressure 
gradient. A method which appears to have this 
capability in any temperature stratified body of water 
is that of mixing (destratifying) the water. A reliable 
and low cost way of doing this is to continuously pump 
air to the bottom of the reservoir at a sufficient rate to 
set up mixing currents with vertical components. This 
procedure has been used for several years on at least 
23 reservoirs in the United States and several other 
countries in connection with water quality 
improvement objectives. It apparently has never been 
evaluated, however, in terms of its potential for 
suppressing evaporation. 
Preliminary calculations indicate that this 
procedure may be capable of suppressing considerably 
more evaporation on many reservoirs than will a 
monolayer film. Its effect is relatively independent of 
wind except on shallow reservoirs where wind already 
mixes the water. The savings will increase with 
thermal stratification of the reservoir. It may not be 
effective at all on a shallow reservoir which has little 
vertical temperature gradient; but deeper reservoirs 
have a temperature difference between surface and 
bottom of as much as 25°F. Most of the gradient is 
relatively close to the surface so that after mixing to a 
zero gradient, the surface temperature should be 
closer to the previous bottom temperature than to the 
original surface temperature. 
Another factor which lends optimism to the 
potential for destratifying is the economic picture. 
Preliminary evaluation indicates a cost much less 
(perhaps an order of magnitude less) than that of 
maintaining a monolayer film. The energy required is 
only that represented by vertically moving a mass 
represented by the difference in density of the 
stratified water. not the total weight of water moved. 
A further benefit is that at many reservoirs. the 
improvement in water quality (dissolved oxygen and 
algae reduction for example) may well justify the cost 
of destratification with evaporation suppression being 
considered a free side effect. 
Because of the apparently important potential of 
this procedure. and the total lack of previous research 
on the evaporation suppression aspects of the concept, 
a significant portion of the effort expended during the 
second year of this project will be directed to this 
method of evaporation su,?pression. 
Several evaporation pans will be maintained at 
different temperatures in order to varify the effect on 
evaporation of varying the water surface tempera-
ture. These results will be extended to lake 
evaporation by developing an estimated surface 
temperature decrease model which considers 
reservoir surface area, depth, capacity, and existing 
temperature profile. Data on, before, and after mixing 
temperature profiles will be gathered from owners of 
reservoirs which have previously been de stratified for 
quality projects. The actual temperature profile will 
also be measured monthly at several representative 
reservoirs in Utah. The results will then be analyzed 
and extended to the balance of the Utah reservoir 
inventory. The reservoir inventory and evaporation 
estimates developed during this initial phase of the 
project and reported in this volume will provide an 
important basis for the destratification suppression 
model just as it is used in the balance of this section as 
a basis for the monolayer suppression model. 
Monolayer Film Suppression Model 
Model A 
As indicated in the literature review, there has 
been a relatively large amount of research done on 
evaporation suppression projects at particular 
reservoirs but very few researchers have attempted 
to develop a model to extend these results to other 
reservoirs. The often quoted Australian guidelines are 
as follows: 
1. Savings up to 40 percent or more can be 
expected with winds up to tV 5 mph. 
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2. Savings of 10-20 percent can be expected 
with winds up to tV 10 mph, though 
occasionally savings may be somewhat less, 
depending upon prevailing conditions. 
3. With winds persistently in excess of 15 
mph, the savings approach zero. 
These general guidelines are difficult to translate 
into a rigorous mathematical model. What do the 
phrases "up to" and "persistently in excess of' mean in 
terms of average or frequency distribution of wind 
speed? Also. there is the question of how reliable the 
Australian guidelines are in the United States in view 
of the rather low suppression rates achieved by USBR 
projects. 
In order to analyze these equations the results of 
previous field trials for which both percent 
suppression and average wind speed are available, 
were plotted as shown in Figure 7 (Model A). The data 
include results of three USBR projects - Sahuaro, 
Cachuma. and Hefner; a _project at Stanford Univer-
sity (Franzini, 1961); and the Australian guidelines. 
There are several other field trials described in the 
literature but unfortunately most of them didn't 
include information on average wind during the tests. 
In addition to portraying percent suppression as a 
function of average wind speed, Figure 7 includes the 
results of the frequency distribution analysis 
described previously. 
The Australian guidelines were interpreted in a 
relatively conservative fashion as follows: 
The 20 to 40 percent suppression points were 
plotted at 2.5 mph (the guideline suggests up to 5 
mph). With this mid range interpretation, Figure 7 
suggests that at a reservoir with an average wind of 
2.5 mph, winds over 5 mph would occur only 12 
percent of the time. Similarly, the 10 to 20 percent 
suppression points were plotted at an average wind 
speed of 7.5 mph (guideline is up to, 10 mph). At this 
sort of location one can expect winds over 10 mph 
again at 12 percent of the time. The upper limit of the 
Australian guidelines suggests some suppression up to 
15 mph, however, Figure 7 shows the suppression 
approaching zero at an average wind of 10-11 mph. 
This average suggests winds over 15 mph only 7 to 8 
percent of the time. 
If one conceives these rather conservative 
modified Australian upper and lower lilnits as 
representing reservoir sites with respectively best to 
worst exposure conditions, the curves bracketing the 
range of probable suppression as shown in Model A 
result. 
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Figure 7. Monolayer suppression - Model A. 
Examination of the data points for the four U.S. 
field trails indicates that all are within the range 
defined by the Australian guidelines. It would appear 
then, that the Australian -U.S. results are not 
inconsistent as some researchers have suggested, at 
least within the context of the "up to" interpretation 
suggested by this analysis. 
Site factor 
The exposure index is dermed conceptually as a means 
of evaluating all parameters which affect suppression 
efficiency except for average wind speed (the primary 
variable of Model A) and reservoir size (the only 
variable of Model B). 
From a practical standpoint, the index could 
include only those parameters for which data can be 
obtained and for which some idea of that parameter's 
influence on film efficiency is known. 
Site factor definition 
Parameters considered: 
1. Perimeter shape 
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2. 
3. 
4. 
Bank slopes 
Vegetation importance as wind break a-
round perimeter 
Drainage wind influence 
Index: Begin with index magnitude of 5 and change as 
follows for each parameter. 
+ 1 for each parameter which increases film 
effectiveness 
o for each average condition 
-1 for each parameter which decreases film 
coverage or effectiveness 
Standards for evaluation: 
(0) Average: 
1. Some irregularity in shoreline and some 
side canyons but minor in relation to 
total size 
2. 
3. 
Average slope on banks (1:1 to 2:1 slope) 
Some peripheral vegetation but size of 
water area is large compared to perimeter 
protected area 
4. Drainage winds are not significant factors 
(+) Conditions: 
1.' Large number of coves and bends to 
dampen wind effect on a significant portion 
of area 
2. Banks are vertical or extremely steep 
(1/2:1 or more) so film cannot leave water 
area but may recover after pile-up against 
shore 
3. Perimeter vegetation is dense and tall and 
reservoir area is small enough for wind 
dampening effect to be significant 
4. Wind direction reversal occurs on typical 
day so that film recovery is enhanced 
( -) Conditions: 
1. Relatively smooth shoreline 
2. Slope less than 3:1 on majority of perimeter 
so that film pile-up will occur on banks and 
be lost 
3. Perimeter vegetation is sparse, low, or size 
of water area is extremely large so that 
wind break effect is negligible 
4. Strong drainage winds in single direction 
on typical day 
Data for evaluation of the site factor for each 
impoundment was obtained from site visits, 
topographic maps, and/or personal knowledge of the 
research team. The up-slope surrounding basin was 
evaluated in terms of size and slope from topographic 
maps. The index includes some factors which cannot 
be determined without a site visit. For minor 
reservoirs which were not actually visited, these 
parameters were assumed to have average values. 
The site factor index is, or course, somewhat 
subjective, but is considered to represent as good an 
estimate as possible, without detailed study of each 
site, of the proper location between the upper and 
lower limits defined by Model A. 
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ModelB 
Most researchers agree that reservoir size is a 
significant fact or in determining suppression 
efficiency; however, few agree on what the influence 
is and some arrive at almost opposite conclusions. 
W. C. Hughes (1968) developed a monolayer film 
effectiveness model relating percent suppression to 
surface area which shows highest suppression at 
minimum size with suppression decreasing rapidly as 
size increases to 1000 acres and then changing to an 
almost flat curve as size increases above 3000 acres. 
, This model is based upon data with rather poor 
correlation. 
Hansen and Skogerboe (1964) suggest that 
because wind tends to move the film off the water 
surface at a speed approximately 1/30 of the wind 
speed, small reservoirs will be stripped in a very short 
time after beginning of a high wind. They predict, 
therefore that suppression will increase monotonically 
with size, with very large reservoirs achieving rather 
high suppression rates. This is essentially the inverse 
of the Hughes function. 
The Stanford Research Institute (1970) assumes a 
still different position. This report agrees that small 
reservoirs produce low suppression rates because of 
rapid stripping, but that large reservoirs also produce 
low rates because the long fetches allow larger waves 
to form, thereby inundating and destroying the fIlm 
prior to the stripping action. SRI suggests an optimum 
size of 5,000 to 20,000 acres with reductions at each 
end of this range. 
The suppression/ area function as used for this 
project follows the form of equation suggested by the 
SRI report, as shown in Figure 8. The optimum range, 
however, is set at 100 to 10,000 acres for the following 
reasons: Model B is to be used only to provide a 
correction (reduction) factor to suppression rates 
taken from the basic Model A. Since all the empirical 
data upon which Model A are based falls within the 
100 to 10,000 acre range (the Australian reservoirs 
were about 300 acres), there appears to be no justifica-
tion for using higher suppression rates at the higher 
size range suggested by SRI. The exact location and 
size of the penalty factors are somewhat arbitrary but 
until additional data are available this crude model will 
at least provide an approach to a rational form of the 
function. The actual function is obviously a smooth 
curve but the discrete steps are used here to 
emphasize the gross nature of the data upon which it is 
based. 
The procedure then for estimating the 
suppression rate at any reservoir in Utah is a follows: 
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Suppression correetion for reservoir size - Model B. 
Determine average of May to October wind 
speed at the 2-meter height. If the wind 
data or estimated wind are based upon pan 
data, multiply by 2.1 to convert to 2-meter 
reservoir wind (see Utah wind pattern 
section for derivation of this factor). 
Determine the site exposure factor as 
defined in the previous section. 
Enter Model A with the 2-meter wind 
speed and determine the range of suppres-
sion for this wind speed; then use the expo-
sure factor to define the proper location 
within this range and select the suppres-
sion rate by moving horizontally from this 
point. 
Multiply percent suppression from Model A 
by the proper size correction factor from 
Model B to calculate final percent suppres-
sion for May to October treatment period. 
If reservoir size is less than 10 acres, 
ignore Model A. A monolayer film is not 
feasible in the range, but a floating cover 
type of treatment may be practical and will 
achieve at least 80 percent suppression. 
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Small Ponds 
There appears to be general agreement among 
researchers that maintenance of a monolayer film on 
very small reservoirs is not practical, or at least that 
this is not the best way of suppressing the evaporation 
on them. Because of the rapid stripping action on very 
short fetches the percent coverage is usually very low. 
If continuous replacement of the film is provided, the 
quantity of alkanol per acre becomes high in relation 
to that required on larger impoundments. 
In the southwestern part of the U.S. extensive 
research has been done both on monolayer and other 
more permanent types of evaporation suppression 
covers for small reservoirs. Much of this research has 
been done by the Agricultural Research Service 
laboratory at Phoenix and at the University of Arizona 
at Tucson. The work with floating covers is a natural 
part of the water harvesting research being done in 
Arizona and several other areas. If water is valuable 
enough to justify soil treatment of micro watershed to 
increase runoff, it follows that it is valuable enough to 
protect from evaporation loss after collection. 
The various water harvesting techniques being 
used around the world will not be discussed here. The 
reader is referred to the Proceedings of the 1974 
Water Harvesting Symposium sponsored by the ARS 
(forthcoming) for details of these procedures and for 
several papers which deal with evaportion 
suppression on small ponds. 
Cooley (1974) has classified the principal method 
of reducing evaporation on small impoundments as 
follows: (1) Changing color of the water (to increase 
reflectance of solar energy); (2) floating reflective 
covers (in addition to forming a physical vapor barrier, 
such covers reduce the amount of energy entering the 
water, which is a capability a monolayer does not 
possess); (3) shading the water surface; and (4) using 
wind barriers. 
Of these four categories, the floating reflective 
covers appear to be most promising. Cooley discusses 
several types including: perlite ore, polystyrene 
beads, wax blocks, white spheres, white butyl, 
polystyrene, polystyrene rafts, continuous wax, and 
butyl rubber. Of these types of floating covers the two 
that appear most promising are: 
1. 
2. 
Polystyrene rafts-This device developed 
by Cluff (1972) consists of polystyrene 
sheets with an asphalt and gravel upper 
surface added for weight and weather re-
sistance. The unites are anchored together 
with PVC pipe sections as clamps for wind 
protection. Suppression efficiencies of 95 
percent were reported for this method. It 
has been tested in actual field trials in con-
nection with a water harvesting project for 
growing grapes in the desert near Tucson. 
The device apparently has rather good re-
sistance to wind. 
Continuous wax-Cooley reports good re-
sults from melting (or allowing the sun to 
melt) wax and allowing it to form a thin 
cover on the water surface. This method is 
very simple, easy to repair, relatively in-
expensive, and apparently has good wind 
resistance (although to date it has been 
tested only on small stock tanks). It is 
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reported as achieving 87 percent suppres-
sion. 
Model B indicates that ponds sm&ller than 10 
acres should be considered as potential sites for float-
ing cover type treatment with 80 percent suppression. 
The 10-acre size is completely arbitrary but is 
considered as the order of magnitude of the upper end 
of the range of sizes for which floating covers may be 
practical. The cost of conserving water in this manner 
normally approaches $1.00 per 1000 gallons (Cooley, 
1974). While a small amount of water may well be 
worth more than this for a particular high benefit use, 
larger demands such as irrigation normally imply 
lower unit values for water. For example, in semi-arid 
locations which have enough precipitation to produce 
grazing forage, a small amount of water stored for 
stock use during late summer may be the limiting 
factor in determining the use of large acreages of 
grazing land. In this situation the unit value of water 
may be well over $1.00 per 1000 gallons. 
The surface storage inventory includes no 
reservoirs smaller than 20 acres. It is extremely 
difficult to get accurate data on a statewide basis for 
farm reservoirs smaller than this, and it was not 
considered worthwhile to attempt extending the 
inventory to this range of sizes. The total volume of 
water evaporated in Utah from small ponds is 
obviously negligible in relation to that on the large 
impoundments; but may be very important to an 
individual owner of a small reservoir who is short of 
water late in the season. Many small ponds, in fact, 
lose more to evaporation than is used beneficially 
during a season. 
Information which is of value to the owner of such 
a reservoir is the following: 
1. An estimate of the seasonal loss can be 
determined from the lake evaporation 
depth map for Utah (see Figure 9 in the 
next chapter). 
2. Floating covers which suppress 80 to 95 
percent of evaporation are available. 
MODEL RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
ComparisoD with SRI Analysis 
As described in the literature review, the SRI 
report (Blackmer et al., 1970) had a significant 
negative impact on the continuation of monolayer film 
research in the U.S. It is interesting therefore to 
compare the analysis of the monolayer concept 
potential from the SRI report with that of the model 
developed herein. 
The SRI percent suppression analysis consists 
essentially of an estimation of possible suppression on 
Lake Mead. This is surprising since the report 
indicates an optimum size range for monolayer 
treatment of 5,000 to 20,000 acres. They then select a 
reservoir with 124,000 acre surface area as a test case 
and extend the results (12 percent suppression 
derived from 14 percent idealized analysis on Lake 
Mead) to the entire Western U.S. In comparison to 
Utah reservoirs, a Lake Mead analysis would produce 
very unfavorable results because the average 2-meter 
wind on Mead is 6.7 mph while in Utah the average 
2-meter wind on all manmade or regulated lakes in the 
inventory is 4.05 mph (even after 2.1 correction factor 
to increase pan winds for surface roughness as well as 
height). In the most important category,those over 
1000 acres, only one reservoir in Utah has as high an 
average wind as Mead. 
If the suppression models developed in this 
project are applied to Lake Mead, a suppression of 14 
percent is obtained from Model A which is then 
reduced to 7 percent by Model B because of the long 
fetch for wave development; therefore, this analysis 
predicts worse results than SRI on Lake Mead, but 
considerably better results of typical Utah reservoirs. 
The average suppression produced by the Utah model 
is as follows: 
Manmade or Regulated Number Percent 
Lakes (each) Suppression 
over 1000 acres 29 20.7 
100 to 1000 acres 67 21.4 
under 100 acres 43 13 
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Statewide Summary 
Of the reservoirs and regulated lakes with over 
1,000 acres of maximum water area, only three of 
these are 10,000 to 50,000 acres, and only three are 
over 50,000 acres ; so that Model B penalized six 
reservoirs for their large size. 
Appendix D gives the percent suppression, and 
estimated average volume of water which could be 
saved by May to October maintenance of a monolayer 
film on each individual reservoir. The statewide totals 
are summarized by reservoir categories in Table 6 and 
by hydrologic region in Tables 7 through 16. 
The statewide summary shows that the over 1000 
acre manmade (or natural but regulated) category is 
by far the predominant category in terms of potential 
salvageable volume. It includes 155,800 acre feet or 79 
percent of the salvageable water (and 83 percent of 
the natural evaporation). 
The managed wetlands include a significant 
amount of salvageable water (28,000 acre feet). These 
are primarily located on the east shore of Great Salt 
Lake. 
The inclusion of the natural lake categories in the 
model was somewhat academic because the 
probability of suppression with a chemical film on such 
bodies of water would certainly be a last resort after 
all possible suppression on artificial lakes is accom-
plished. They were included in the model, however, 
. in order to provide data to at least evaluate the 
potential from a technical standpoint. The summary 
indicates that suppression on such waters is even less 
likely than one might intuitively suppose since the 
statewide salvageable total for these categories is 
negligible in comparison to the manmade categories. 
The summary given in Table 6 indicates that the 
average annual evaporation in Utah for all types of 
open water included in the inventory (439,000 acres) is 
3.8 feet or 1,699,000 acre feet. The suppression model 
estimates that 195,300 acre feet of this water could be 
salvaged. This is 11 percent of the annual or 14 
percent of the seasonal (the period of film mainte-
nance) evaporation. 
The hydrologic basin summaries indicate the 
following: 
'Table 6. Utah summary of evaporation and monolayer suppression potential. 
Surface Area Lake Evaporation Potential 
Natural lakes over (ac/ft) (ac/ft) Savings 
1000 acres Max. Mean Annual Seasonal (ac/ft) 
1 Natural lakes over 1,330 1,064 1,397 1,117 246 1000 acres 
2 Na turallakes 100- 2,049 1,791 4,894 3,859 802 1000 acres 
3 Natural lakes under 1,939 1,789 3,225 2,555 342 100 acres 
'4 Unmanaged wetlands 3,828 3,197 11,283 9,018 1,975 
5 Man-made or regulated 454,667 355,694 1,419,725 1,102,471 155,847 lakes over 1000 acres 
l6 Man,made or regulated 22,569 17,280 46,681 36,801 7,869 lakes 100-1000 acres 
~fJ Man-made or regulated 2,831 2,151 4,894 3,846 559 lakes under 100 acres 
fB Federal wetlands 28,133 28,133 110,039 88,031 12864 
9} State wetlands 18,029 18.029 67,663 54,117 10,151 
10) Private wetlands 7,639 7,639 29,378 23,503 4,667 
Total 543,014 436,765 1,699,179 1,825,318 195,318 
Tlable 7. Evaporation and suppre88ion 8UIIlIIIU'Y for the Weber River Basin. 
bASd~ ~UMdErc G5L. Ot::~tt;T :>~Jtol~ ACt AretA L~~l t.VAPllRAT1Ul'f 
MAio ~tA~ A/\jI'4UAL St,ASUNAL 
tiE S)ER vOl R TTF't , A C ~ I ) ( A L ~ r ) 
0 (iH[AT SALT L4"E 15800UU 11~OUOO J60vOOO 3600000 
hATURAL. LAP<E uvtH 1000 ACRE (J u 0 u 
1 ~ATuRAL. LAKE luO TU luaO ACME u 0 0 U 
J 
.U TURAL. LAI\[ UNOEH IOu ACRE 90 90 J31 265 
.. UN~ANAG~O WETLANO~ U 0 0 U 
5 IICANIICAuE LAtc:E uVER 1000 ACRE (J 0 0 (J 
6 MA~MAOE LAt([ ~OO TO 1000 ACHE tiSl SCl8 1993 1~8() 
1 MANfilALlE L.A"E ~NDEH lOu ACRE. 1~6 o~ 2Se ilO 
8 FEDERAL. lif[TLANOS 72UO 7;tUO 3(275 ~9b;.?u 
9 STATE .. tTLANO) 1790 1790 to78 614t~ 
10 flRIVATE lifETL_,'40S a u 0 u 
FRE~i1 WAfER TOTALS 10057 9670 4/5C15 J604 .. 
SALT ~ATER ToTAL~ l~aOOOO 11~OUCO 360UOOO 3600000 
PERCt.NT of $TATE TOTALS 1.6 ~'2 2.8 2.9 (tAESH WATER ONLY) 
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Number of 
Reservoirs 
or lakes 
9 
39 
16 
29 
67 
43 
2 
11 
10 
227 
PUT t: :, T ! A L. 
SAvlN~;) 
( .\ C ~ i J 
0 
0 
0 
18 
0 
0 
261 
16 
2l lS 6 
912 
0 
3 1H 3 
0 
1 .6 
Table 8. Evaporation and 'suppression 8UIDIIIU'Y for the Bear River Euin. 
tsASIN NUM8E" 2 tiEAr( RIvER SUr(fACt AfH.A LAKE EVAPORATION POTU·n UL 
MAX MEAN AI'4NUAL StASONAL SAVIN\I~ 
~ ESERVOIR TYPE (AC f1) (AC f T) (AC f() 
1 NATURAL LAKE UvER 1000 ACRE 0 0 0 0 0 
I ~ NATURAL. L.AKE 100 TO 1000 ACME .) 0 0 u 0 
I 
1 NATURAL LAKE yNOEH lOu ACRE 3~0 3~O 869 69) "9 
• UNMANAGED wETLANDS 1541!7 1~i1 )237 4190 970 
5 MANMAUE LAKE LIVER 1000 ACHE 674Yl b6)7tS 261~33 209~~c 27648 
6 MANfIlAUE LAKE 100 TU lu~O ACME 1674 1 .. c) 6fl06 326) 7d6 
7 MANMADE LAKE UNDER 100 ACRE 130 116 313 250 26 
8 fEDERAL WETI.ANDS 2u 9 jJ ':O~jj 7~764 58~11 101t7tJ 
9 STATE "ETLANO~ 25 .. , 2~45 olS90 Tl14! 1519 
10 t'RIVATE WETLANDS 63l T 6j21 2 .. 333 19460 36'9 
fRE~H wATEk TOT"LS 12097-- 1197~9 3700 .... lU243~ 45427 
P[RC~NT uF STATE TUTAL.) 22.l 2' oj .:2.2 22.tJ :t j • t' 
(tAE~M ~ArtR ONLY) 
Table 9. Evaporation and summary for the Weber River Basin. 
~ASIN ~UM~Ep< "LtH,H Hl~Ef( ~ u kFACt.: ARt-A LAIH. t.YA~L;RAr'OIlt POTENT!AL 
MAX toIt:AN AN~UAL. CiEASONAL SAV!N\I~ 
RESERVOIR TYPE 'AC f' I ) (AC fl) (Ae fl) 
~ATURAL. LAKE uVER 100CJ ACRE 0 0 0 0 0 
2 IUTURAL LAKE 100 TO 1000 AC~E \) ~ 0 I,) 0 
j fwATUJbL LAKE uNDER 100 ACRE l11t 114 ltJ4 147 20 
• UNMANAGED "ETLANO~ 315 H5 111 8 695 2J~ 
5 MANMADE LAKE uVER 1000 ACRE 54~U 4a 71 10594 1321) 33"4 
6 MANMADE LAKE iOO TO 1000 ACRE 1915 1~71 )551 4441 1053 
7 MANMAuE LAKE yNDEH 100 ACRE 127 113 174 139 lO 
a fEOERAL WETLANDS 0 0 0 0 0 
9 STATE .. t:TLANO~ 629d 6~98 2~838 18271 354~ 
10 PRlvAlE .,lLANOS llll 192 7)8 591 118 
fRESH "'ATER TOTALS 14).,1 1351 .. .7191 37758 8379 
P.ERC£NT of STATE TOTALS 2.6 l-' 2.e 2_8 ".3 (fRESH .ATER ONLY) 
Table 10. Evaporation and suppression 81IIIlID&rY for the Jordan River Basin. 
IjA~lN NUM8EH .. JORDAN RIvER SUI'lf"ACE AREA LAKE EVA~(JIUTI0N POTENT !AL. 
"'AX MEAN Ar-.NUAL St.ASONAL SAvlNUi~ 
RESERVOIR TYPE. t AC F'1) (AC F'T) (AC FT) 
NATURAL LAKE uVER 1000 ACRE 
° 
0 0 
° 
0 
2 NATURAL LAKE 100 TO luOO ACRE 400 .. 00 1633 1307 340 
3 NATURAL LAKE uNOEH lOu ACRE 80 ao 117 '13 15 
.. UNMANAGLO HETLANOS 21U 210 616 651 9) 
5 MANMADE LAKE u~ER 1000 ACRE 10~21:' b6u~4 29(674 234299 2482e 
6 MANMADE LAKE 100 TU luOO AC~E 694 .. ~2 lb77 13"2 287 
7 MANMADE LAf\E uNOEH lOu ACRE \J 
° 
a 0 0 
8 fEOERAL WETLANDS cJ 0 0 0 
° 
9 STATE "ETLAND~ 4692 4b~2 lb520 1481c 3014 
10 PRIVATE wETL_NOS 112U 1120 4fJ07 3 .... c 670 
f'~ESH "'ATE~ TuTALS 1\)9471 ';30\.18 31 'j~,," 2~595~ 29~"6 
PERCL ... r Uf' ~lArf TOTAL:' 20 el 21 .2 Ithe 19 eJ 14.9 
CtR£~h WATER ON~Yl 
Table 11. Evaporation and suppression 11IIIIIIUUJ' for the Sevier River Ruin. 
dASH~ NUM~EI< 5 SEVIER RIvER SU"F'ACE ARt.A LAKE E,VAPlIRATION POTEN' UL 
"'All hlt.AN AN i~U A~ SEASONAL SAvlNu~ 
HESERvOIR PPE. CAC fT) (~C Fl) (Ae f" j ) 
NATURAL LAKE ul/ER 1000 ACRt: cJ 0 0 0 0 
2 IU TlIR AL LAf\E 100 TO luoO ACRE 150 150 431 3465 83 
1 NATURAL LAKE uNOEH 100 ACRE 1,,6 lUO 173 134 22 
.. UNMANAGEO WETLANDS 1~1 07 J26 260 23 
5 MANMADE lAKE uVEf( 1000 ACHE 22966 100(i6 3/6.5 ~97 .. (S ..969 
6 MANMAOE LAKE 100 TO 1000 ACRE 5304 3717 11.1113 tS15ts 13~9 
1 MANMAOE LAKE uNOEfC lOu ACR[ 210 1~. Je7 30" 34 
• fEDERAL WETLANDS 0 0 
0 . 0 0 
, STATE .ETLAND~ 21bO 2160 0312 6649 9]0 
10 PRIVATE WETLANDS 0 0 0 0 0 
fME~H WATER TOTALS 11101 171'. 57581 45599 7369 
PERC~NT Uf STATE TOTAL$ 5.1 l·9 ,j •• 1." ,)-8 
(~RESH WATER ONLY) 
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Table 12. Evaporation and suppression 8UIIlID&I'Y for the Cedar·Beaver Basin. 
IUS IN NUfI4aE~ 6 CEDAR-BEAVER SUji(FACE AREA LAI(E EVAPuRATI0N POTENT hL 
MAx Mt.AN At-.NUAI. SfASOhAI. SAVl~\I~ 
R£lERvOlR TYPE (At FT) (At rt) (At fn 
1 NATURAL LAKE uvER 1000 ACRE Q 0 0 a 0 
2 NATURAL LAKE 100 TO 1000 AtRE 777 o~2 1677 1 .... 5 231 
1 NATURAL LAKE UNDER 100 ACRE 100 7~ 1 .... 111 10 
• UNMANAGED WETLANDS 20 11 65 51 2 
5 MANMADE LAKE uVER 1000 ACRE 0 0 0 u 0 
.6 MANMADE LAKE 100 TO 1000 ACWE 1576 1272 "077 3161 597 
7 MANMALlE LAKE uNOE" 100 ACRE 20' 19) 48 .. 37 .. jo 
a FEDERAL ~ETL.ANLlS \J 0 0 0 0 
V STATE .ETLAND~ 0 0 0 0 0 
10 PRIVATE ~ETLANDS u 0 0 u 0 
fRE~H ~ATER TOTALS 27l~ 21'6 (16'" 51 .... 896 
PERCLNT Of SlATE TJTALS 0.' 0.5 0-" 0'" 0·5 C~RESH ~ATER ONLY) 
Table 13. Evaporation and suppression 8UIIlID&I'Y for the Uintah Basin. 
tUSlN NUMbEH 7 uI"'TAH cUSIN ~\J,.d·- AC t. Ato(t.A Ut K t E v A t~ L R A 1 I u ,.. POTt~TUL 
l1li A X IoItA1"4 AI\NUAI. StASGNAL SAVIN,,!) 
RESERVUIR TrPE (AC f I ) ( A C ~. 1 ) CAC fl) 
NATURAL LAKE uVER 1000 ACRE lllCJ lOb .. llCi7 1111 246 
2 NATURAL LAKE 100 TO 1000 ACRE 1-e.t. (119 953 162 148 
1 NATURA'l LAKE UNDER 100 ACRE 64t8 ~'H 754 603 \66 
• UNfI4ANAGED wETLANU~ 1599 1015 3561 28 .. 9 643 
5 MANMALlE LAKE uVER 1000 ACRE 6u51\,) "30~e 1209 .. 6 103157 21 .. 11 
6 MANMADE LAKE 100 TO 1000 ACRE .. 750 3682 7864 6291 16"6 
, MANMADE LAKE uNDER 100 ACRE , .. .1 ~68 917 733 110 
8 'EDERAL ~ETLANOS 0 0 0 0 0 
9 STATE .ETL'ND~ !J 0 0 
" 
0 
10 'RlvATE ~ETLANDS 0 0 0 0 0 
FRESH WATER TOTALS 70322 ~O573 1 ... 192 11551l 2 .. 2 92 
PE"C~NT Of STATE TQT~~S 12.9 11'~ 8.5 a.7 12." (fRESH RATER QN~Y) 
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Table 14. Evaporation and suppre8sion 81IIIUIIU"Y for the West Colorado Basin. 
BASIN NUM"EH e illEST CDL.ORADO SURfACE AREA LAKE EVAPURATlut. POTENT UL. 
MAx MEAN ANNuAL. SEASONAL. SAVIN~~ 
REiERVOIR TYPE 'AC fl) (AC f T) (At f I ) 
NATURAL L.AKE UVER 1000 ACRE 0 0 0 0 0 
2 NATURAL LAKE 100 TO 1000 ACRE Q 0 0 0 0 
l NA TURA.L. LAKE UNDEH lOCI ACHt 401 l~O 5.7 423 55 
.. UNMANAGLD ~ETL.ANDS 0 0 0 U 0 
5 MANMAUE L.AKE uVER 1000 ACRE 12158 9656 2C)511 22.56 480. 
6 MANMADE L.AKE 100 TO 1000 ACRE 2"60 2269 )2U7 .093 892 
7 MANMADE LAKE UHOEH 100 ACRE 8ts5 6~1 ll85 100~ 171 
8 fEDERAL. WETL.ANOS (J 0 0 u 0 
9 STATE liIET"ANO~ 5416 ~ .. 1425 1126 21. 
10 "HIVAlE ~ETL.AI~IlS u 0 C- O 0 
FRE~H WATER TD1AL.S 168 .. a 13_ 72 lCl977 c9104t tll6 
PERC~NT Of STATE TUTAL.S 3d J'l 2.2 ~.2 l. 1 
(~RES" ~AT(R ONLYI 
Table 15. Evaporation and 8uppre8sion 8ummary for the South and Ea8t Colorado basin. 
tUS IN NU ... ~Er( 9 S. ANU ~. CUL.URADU :)U~~ACt. "~lA L.Kl L"A~u"'~l!ljt-. POTEI';TUL 
"-Ax "'t.AN Af'4NuAL SlASOhAl SAvlN~~ 
RESERVOIR TYPE 'AC f 1 ) (Ae fT) (I.e FII 
NATURAL L.AKE uVER 1000 ACRE a 0 0 a 0 
2 PU TURAL. LAKE 100 TO 1000 AC"E u a c u 0 
l NATURAL UK( uNDER 100 ACRE 0 U 
" 
0 0 
.. UNMANAGLO wETL.ANDS Il 0 0 0 0 
5 MANMAOE L.AKE uVER luOO ACRE 163825 114731 65~620 4t ~o 31 v 6e7'13 
6 MANMAOE L.AKE 100 TU 1000 ACHE 1095 D75 ~c50 1687 357 
7 MANMADE L.AKE uNDER 100 ACRE 26" 211 8(.19 631 107 
e fEDERAL WETL.ANOS 0 0 c U 0 
9 STATE .(TLANO~ 0 0 a a 0 
10 'RIVATE WETL.AhDS. 0 0 0 0 0 
rRE$H au TER Tin AL$ 16511$4 115811 65«>618 .~2628 69256 
'ERC~HT of STAtE lQT~S .30 al 26'. 18.6 )7.1 15-) 
(f~E5" WATtR ON~Y) 
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Table 16. Evaporation and suppression summary for the Lower Colorado Basin. 
lU5lN NUMtsER 10 1.0lllER CULORAOO SURFACt:: AREA I.AKE. lVAP()RATIO~ P01E"'l!~L 
""AX Mt.AN ANNUAL SlASOt-.AL SAvlN~~ 
R[5£RVOIR TYPE (AC fT) (AC f1) (AC FT) 
NATURAL LAKE UVER 1000 ACRE Q 0 0 0 0 
2 NATURAL LAKE 100 TO 1~00 ACRE 0 0 0 0 0 
3 NATuRAL LA!(E UNOEft 100 ACRE 30 30 106 82 9 
• UNMANAGED wET~AND5 lQ 30 160 120 11 
5 MA"'MAOE LAKE uVER 1000 ACRE U 0 0 0 0 
6 MANMAuE LAKE 100 TI,] 1000 ACRE 1790 1361 J~~l 2757 661 
1 MANMAO[ LAKE UNDER 100 ACRE 61 ()l 231 leO 23 
8 'EDERAL WETLANDS IJ 0 0 0 0 
9 STATE "'ElLANO) 0 0 0 0 0 
10 PRIVATE IIIETLAI'.OS 0 0 0 (l 0 
fRE~H 
--ArER TUTALS 1931 1~C2 .. 1116 313tl 7041 
PERClNT uF STATE TurAl) o.~ OtJ (j.2 Uet' (,. II 
(~~ESH ~ATEH ON~Y) 
1. Great Salt Lake Desert: There appears to 
be little potential for salvage by evaporation 
suppression in this very large region. The inventory 
shows a total of 10,000 acres of fresh water, 88 percent 
of which is federal and state managed wetlands. The 
model estimates 3600 acre feet of water could be 
salvaged (2 percent of the state total) most of which is 
at Fish Springs, a federal waterfowl management 
area, and Locomotive Springs, a state waterfowl 
management area. 
The average evaporation on Great Salt Lake is 
indicated as 3,600,000 acre feet. This is much greater 
than the 1944 to 1970 average of 2,493,000 developed 
by Steed (1972) because the lake level was well below 
average during the 1944 to 1970 period. It should be 
rather close to the 1974 evaporation, however, 
because lake level is within one foot of the historic 
average stage (based on the entire record beginning in 
1850). 
The suppression model does not apply to salt 
water and therefore no suppression is indicated. 
Efforts to control the level of Great Salt Lake by 
evaporation suppression would not only be completely 
unreasonable from an economic standpoint but may 
also be counter-productive in terms of total water 
supply for Utah. So much water vapor is added to the 
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air mass as it passes over the lake, that any significant 
decrease in lake evaporation would decrease the 
precipitation in parts of the Wasatch Front. For this 
reason, evaporation from Great Salt Lake (and to a 
much smaller extent other major lakes) should not be 
conceived totally as a loss in the water supply picture. 
2. Bear River Basin: This basin includes 27 
percent of the average fresh water surface area of the 
state, 23 percent of the evaporation, and 23 percent of 
the potential savings by the monolayer method (45,400 
acre feet). This is the second largest potential salvage 
area in the state (exceeded only by the basin which 
includes Lake Powell). 
The major category for suppres~ion potential is 
manmade and natural regulated lakes over 1000 acres 
(27,648 acre feet) primarily because it includes Bear 
Lake (18,223 acre feet), half of which is actually 
located in Idaho. The other major source of potential 
suppression is the Bear River Bird Refuge (10,478 acre 
feet) and various private duck clubs (3,879 acre feet). 
A significant amount of water evaporates from 
the managed wetlands along the east shore of the 
Great Salt Lake. These wetlands are predominantly in 
the Bear River Delta (70 percent) but also include the 
Weber and Jordan Basins. The evaporation shown in 
these areas is only that from open water portions of 
the wetlands. The consumption by phreatophytes in 
the balance of the wetlands likely exceeds the open 
water loss. The State Division of Fish and Game 
claims that many of these wetlands experience a water 
shortage during the latter part of the year. The 
monolayer film method is undoubtedly not 
economically feasible for this purpose, however, other 
methods such as different diking concepts may be 
justified. 
3. Weber River Basin: This basin includes 3.1 
percent of the average water surface and 2.9 percent 
of the evaporation, but 4.3 percent of the salvage 
potential. Although the total salvage volume is 
relatively small, the types of reservoirs have much 
better than average condition characteristics for 
monolayer type evaporation suppression. The 
salvageable water is almost equally divided between 
higher elevation irrigation reservoirs and state 
managed wetlands in the Weber River Delta. 
4. Jordan River Basin: This basin possesses 
21 percent of Utah's average water surface area, 19 
percent of the state's evaporation, and 15 percent of 
the salvageable water. This less than average salvage 
rate is due primarily to Utah Lake. Because of its 
large size and shallow depth it accounts for 86 percent 
of the basin's seasonal evaporation (221,738 acre feet) 
but the model projects only a 10 percent suppression 
rate. A diking project which would eliminate much of 
the very shallow area of Utah Lake has been proposed 
by the USBR as part of the Central Utah Project. Such 
a scheme will likely be more efficient, hydrologically 
and economically than a monolayer film on Utah Lake. 
5. Sevier River Basin: This basin has 3.9 
percent of the average water surface in the state, 3.4 
percent of the seasonal evaporation and 3.8 percent of 
the salvageable water. The monolayer attractiveness 
conditions are close to average for the state. The 
salvageable volume is not large (7,000 acre feet) but in 
this basin, which is extremely short of water, any 
addition to the annual water supply would be very 
important. 
6. Cedar-Beaver Basin: This extremely dry 
basin has only 0.5 percent of the evaporation and the 
potential salvageable water in the state. This volume 
is negligible in terms of the state inventory. However, 
because of the higher value of water in this basin, 
suppression by the monolayer method may well be 
economically feasible, and could be an important 
means of increasing sustained yield at individual 
reservoirs. The Enterprise Reservoir, in particular, 
has one of the highest estimated suppression rates in 
the state (27 percent). 
7. Uintah Basin: The Uintah Basin experi-
ences 8.7 percent of the state's evaporation, but has 
poten~ial for 12.4 percent of the evaporation 
suppression (24,300 acre feet). Of this, 15,300 acre feet 
occur at Flaming Gorge (part of which is actually in 
Wyoming), which has an above average monolayer 
attractiveness rating (22 percent efficiency). It makes 
little sense at the present time to consider a large 
scale program of evaporation suppression in this basin 
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which has a large surplus of surface water. Individual 
sites, however, which experience a local water 
shortage may well find suppression feasible. 
8. West Colorado: This basin has 2.2 percent 
of the state's evaporation and 3.1 percent of the 
salvageable water. This indicates better than average 
suppression rates at several reservoirs. Forsyth 
Re ervoir for example has a 30 percent suppression 
e timate due to the low wind speed and a good 
exposure factor. A large percent of the Lake Powell 
evaporation actually occurs within this basin; 
however, this entire lake was arbitrarily reported as 
being in Basin No.9. 
9. South and East Colorado: This basin is 
reported as includin'g 26 percent of the open water 
surface area, 37 percent of the seasonal evaporation 
and 35 percent of the suppression potential. These 
large percentages are due entirely to the Lake Powell 
contribution which is 99 percent of the evaporation 
and 98 percent of the salvage potential. Lake Powell 
will lose 656,700 acre feet annually and 492,600 acre 
feet seasonally to evaporation. This assumes an 
average surface area of 115,800 acres and an annual 
evaporation depth of 68 inches. The potential for 
suppression is estimated at only 14 percent despite a 
good exposure factor. The model would have 
projected 28 percent suppression without the size 
penalty (long fetch for wave development). 
10. Lower Colorado: This basin has few 
reservoirs of significant size. The percent of Utah 
evaporation and potential saving occurring here are 
both under .05 percent. However, the conditions for 
monolayer suppression on the few small reservoirs 
which exist are generally above average. For 
example, of the six manmade reservoirs in the 
inventory, five of them are rated at above 20 percent 
suppression with the highest, Baker Dam at 29 
percent. 
Lake Evaporation Contour Map 
Figure 9 is a lake evaporation map for Utah which 
was developed by plotting the May to October 
evaporation estimates for each surface impoundment 
from Appendix D and then drawing the iso-lines. This 
map was based on more than 200 data points, many of 
which are at high elevations. The data points are 
mostly calculated rather than measured and the base 
for the calculations, the measured points, are mostly . 
at low elevations. However, the higher elevation 
points are derived from calculations which take into 
account the climatological changes due to each moun-
tainous site. For this reason, Figure 9 should give 
much better results than Figure 4 for interpolations to 
other high elevation sites. 
EconoDrlcF~bilky 
Although economic data on monolayer type 
evaporation suppression have been gathered, no 
detailed economic feasibility analysis will be presented 
in this initial volume of the project report. Such 
analysis should be delayed until it can be viewed in 
comparison with costs of other methods of salvaging 
water. The second report of this series will analyze 
suppression by destratification and will include 
discussion of economic feasibility by both methods. 
Based on preliminary calculations, however, some 
general conclusions can be given at this point: 
The SRI summary of USBR monolayer fields 
suggests that operational projects can salvage water 
at a cost of $25 to $30 per acre foot. The SRI analysis, 
based upon suppression during four summer months 
of each year indicates that the value of water saved 
will exceed the cost of suppression only in the South 
Pacific Basin (where water costs are high). It appears, 
however, that an every year concept of suppression 
operations is not the most realistic. 
Because of weather cycles, large variations in 
watershed yield in Utah cause surface storage 
variations which are large in relation to the quantity of 
water which could be added by monolayer 
suppression. If a particular group of water users has 
developed a demand based roughly on the average 
storage in its reservoir, it makes little sense to pay for 
an expensive suppression operation during years 
when above average runoff is available. Conversely, 
an addition to the sustained yield during dry years 
should have a unit value which is much greater than 
the marginal value of water added during wet years. 
A concept of providing a standby monolayer 
suppression capability but using it only as required to 
increase sustained yield during dry years appears to 
have definite economic feasibility in Utah. For 
example, the SRI report presents a hypothetical case 
where suppression of 12 percent is accomplished on a 
reservoir with the following costs: 
Capital investment: (The major part of which is a 
closed circuit TV surveillance system) 
$82,000 
Annual Cost 
Capital investment 18,000 
Labor 15,000 
Fuel 7,000 
Chemical 72,000 
Total Annual Cost ......... . .. $112,000 
The assumed amount of water saved (during 4 
months of suppression) is 4,000 acre feet giving a 
salvage cost of $28 per acre foot. 
Applying the same SRI costs and suppression 
estimate in a drought use framework would produce 
the following unit costs if operation only 1 of each 5 
years is assumed: 
Annual Costs 
Capital investment $18,000 
Operation at 1/5 (94,000) 18,800 
Total Annual Cost .... .... .... . $36,800 
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Total cost over 5-year period: 
5(18,000) + 94,000 = $184,000 
Cost per acre foot if all costs are charged 
to the year the system is used: 
184,000/4,000 = $46 per acre ft 
Annual cost per acre foot for increasing 
the annual sustained yield by 4,000 
acre feet: 
36,800/ 4,000 = $9.20 per acre ft 
A more reasonable example may be the 
assumption that during a 10-year period, maintenance 
of the sustained yield may require 4 months of 
operation during 1 year and 2 months of operation 
during another year. The following costs result: 
Annual Costs: 
Capital investment* $11,644 
4 month operation 1/10 (94,000) 9,400 
2 month operation 1/0 (47,000) 4,700 
Total Annual Cost ..... . . . .... . $25,744 
*Using 7 percent interest rather than 
311z percent apparently used by SRI 
Total cost: 
116,440 + 94,000 + 47,000 = 257,440 
Cost per acre foot of water saved: 
257,440/6,000 = $42.90 
Cost per acre foot for increasing annual 
sustained yield by 4,000 acre feet: 
25,744/4,000 = $6.43 per acre foot 
The investment costs used in this examples are 
conservatively high because with such infrequent 
operation part of the equipment would undoubtedly be 
leased only during use rather than purchased. The 
increase in sustained yield figures are simply 
arbitrary assumptions and a simulation analysis of 
particular reservoir operations would be needed to 
forecast frequency and duration of operation with 
meaningful accuracy. 
Investment by a single state agency such as the 
Division of Water Resources, in evaporation 
suppression equipment and operator training could 
likely produce even lower sustained yield costs. The 
above examples are based upon amortizing 
investment costs by infrequent use on a single 
reservoir. If several sets of portable equipment were 
available for use in areas where conditions justify 
during any particular year; and if a central large stock 
of chemicals were purchased at reduced bulk rates, 
the costs per acre foot should be less than indicated in 
the examples. 
Summary 
Evaporation estimates 
In order to estimate quantities of potential 
evaporation suppression, an inventory of open water 
areas and their corresponding average evaporation 
depths is required. The Utah surface water inventory 
developed in this report includes manmade reservoirs 
larger than 20 acres surface area and natural lakes 
larger than 100 acres. An analysis of average 
draw down on Utah reservoirs was made which 
indicates that the end of July surface area adequately 
represents an effective area for converting May to 
October evaporation depths to volumes of 
evaporation. 
Seasonal (May-October) evaporation is computed 
as a function of wind, temperature, elevation, and a 
site exposure factor. The evaporation figures are 
presented for each individual impoundment and are 
summarized both by river basin and by type of 
impoundment. 
Evaporation suppression quantities 
This report includes estimates of potential 
evaporation suppression in Utah by the monolayer 
film method on large reservoirs and by floating 
covers on small ponds. A suppression model is 
developed which computes potential suppression as a 
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function of average wind speed, a four parameter site 
factor, and reservoir size. 
The estimate of salvageable water is presented 
for each individual impoundment and is summarized 
by river basin and reservoir type. The results indicate 
a potential statewide annual savings of 195,300 acre 
feet (11 percent of the total annual fresh water 
evaporation) . 
Another report in this series will analyze the 
salvage potential from thermal de stratification of 
reservoirs. A preliminary evaluation of this concept 
suggests that it may be far superior to the monolayer 
film method on deep reservoirs. 
Economic feasibility 
A preliminary analysis of the monolayer film 
cost/benefit picture indicates that this treatment is 
not economically justified on an annual use basis, for 
purposes other than those having water values much 
higher than agricultural irrigation in Utah. However, 
when analyzed from drought use (sustained yield 
increase) basis, the monolayer mm concept does 
appear feasible. Costs of under $10 per acre foot of 
increa e in sustained yield appear possible. 
Unit salvage costs much lower than those 
obtained from monolayer film suppression may also be 
achieved by thermal mixing. 
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Appendix A 
ESTIMATING SEASONAL EVAPORATION FROM 
CLIMATOLOGICAL DATA 
by 
E. Arlo Richardsonl 
Introciuetion 
Evaporation is the process whereby water in its 
liquid or solid form is transferred into the gaseous 
state of water vapor and released into the 
atmosphere. The process is responsible for recycling a 
considerable portion of the annual precipitation back 
into the atmosphere. 
The need for long period averages of evaporation 
measurement to use as indexes for the design of 
storage ponds, reservoirs and sewage lagoons has 
created the need for methods of estimating 
evaporation from climatological data alone. 
Measuring Evaporation 
The use of evaporimeters to determine an index 
of evaporation losses has primarily developed since 
the turn of the century. The most common types of 
evaporimeters in current use are: (a) large 
evaporation pans or tanks sunk into the ground or 
floating in the water, . (b) small evaporation pans such 
as the standard class A pan of the National Weather 
Service, (c) porous porcelain bodies, and (d) porous 
paper wick devices. Comparison of indicated evapora-
tion losses is best made between evaporimeters of the 
same type exposed under similar conditions. 
The National Weather Service has accepted as 
standard for evaporation measurements a 4-foot pan 
exposed as described in "Weather Bureau Observing 
Handbook No. 2.-Substation Observations." Data 
from 34 Utah class A pan evaporation stations have 
been summarized and published by the National 
Weather Service Office of Climatology in Logan, 
Utah. 
lUt&h State Climatologist stationed at Logan, Utah. 
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Actual pan evaporation of course varies with the 
pan environment. The location of the pan in a desert 
environment, an irrigated field, a forest or meadow 
will each produce differing amounts of evaporation 
by influencing such meteorological factors as the 
temperature of the water in the pan, the temperature 
and stablity of the air immediately above the surface 
of the water in the pan, the vapor pressure difference 
between the water surface, and the air, and the 
movement of air across the water surface. 
Utah is fortunate in having data from a larger 
number of evaporation stations than are available in 
most states. Since evaporation records began, data 
from 36 stations have been obtained. The length of 
record from these stations varies from a few months to 
over 40 years. Short periods of record such as those at 
Charleston, Fishlake Ranger Station, and St. George 
are not the best estimates of average evaporative 
losses from these sites due to variations in the 
weather between one season and another. There are, 
however, other climatological data available from over 
150 climatological stations in the state which are of 
importance in estimating or expanding the record at 
such stations. 
Estimating Evaporation 
Many equations using meteorological parameters 
have been tried to estimate evaporative losses but 
most of these equations require parameters which are 
not available at regular climate stations. A review of 
these equations indicated that the basic aerodynamic 
equation, first recognized by Dalton in about 1798, 
might have considerable potential. This equation as 
applied to pan evaporation is quite simple. 
Ep = (es - ea) a f(u) ..... .. .. . . . . .. ... . . (1) 
where 
f(u) 
= the estimated pan evaporation 
= the saturation vapor pressure at a 
temperature equal to surface tempera-
ture of the water in the pan 
= the vapor pressure of the air immedi-
ately above the water surface 
= a function of the wind moving across 
the pan 
a = a constant 
A comparison of the average pan water 
temperature with the average air temperature for any 
given season showed that there was no great 
difference between the two values. It was therefore 
assumed that the vapor pressure represented by the 
average temperature of the air could be used to 
determine (es) in Equation (1). The vapor pressure of 
the air is equal to the saturation vapor pressure of the 
air at this temperature (es) multiplied by the relative 
humidity of the air. 
Estimatiag Relative Humidity 
Relative humidity is not measured at regular 
climatological stations and hence some type of 
estimate is required. In general the greatest rate of 
evaporation occurs when the relative humidity at a 
station is at a minimum. On the average this will occur 
at the time of maximum temperature during the day. 
In a given airmass the dewpoint at the time of 
occurrence of the maximum temperature will be at its 
maximum for the day. Figure A-I shows the values of 
relative humidity which correspond to various 
differences between the maximum temperature and 
the dewpoint. 
The minimum temperature is of course at least as 
high as the dewpoint but may be a little lower than the 
maximum dewpoint. The average departure of the 
maximum dewpoint from the minimum temperature 
for the evaporation season (May-Oct.) has been calcu-
lated for each first order station in the western part of 
the nation. These departures have been arrayed in 
Figure A-2. On the average the absolute values of the 
maximum dewpoint are not critical since an error of 5 
degrees produces an error of only 3 to 5 percent in the 
relative himidity. 
The value of the maximum dewpoint at other 
locations was estimated by comparing the exposure at 
the desired station with the exposures at the first 
order stations and estimating the correction which 
should be applied to the minimum temperature to 
obtain the estimated dewpoint. The range between 
the maximum dewpoint and the maximum 
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temperature was then used to determine the minimum 
relative humidity from Figure A-I. 
Pruitt found that evaporation at dry land st . . -ns 
when multiplied by 0.775 equaled values measureu at 
an otherwise similar irrigated station. Milford Airport 
can be considered a typical dry land station with an 
exposure factor (EF) of about 0.78. The exposure 
factor has been defined as shown in Equation 2. 
EF = (1.00 - k ~H ) .. .. ..... .... . .... (2) 
Using .78 as the value of EF as measured at Milford 
and the average wind speed and relative humidity as 
measured at other stations, the value of k was 
determined as .97. Equation (2) was then used as a 
com pari on check on the estimated values of the 
relative humidity at other sites. 
CaiculatioDs of Pall EvaporatioD 
After estimating the relative humidity at each of 
the evaporation stations the value of (a) was calculated 
for Dalton's Equation using measured values of wind 
speed and evaporation and (es) as estimated from the 
average seasonal temperature at the station. 
The value of (a) in the equation was found to be 
far from constant. Since the vapor pressure difference 
was fixed by the equation for each station the only 
apparent variable which could account for this 
variation was the wind function. 
A plot of the calculated value of (a) against the 
wind speed (u) was made (Figure A-3) and this plot 
showed a high correlation. Three curves were drawn 
through the data, two forming an envelope and the 
three sets of data: Curve (1) fits the data for valley 
sites with wind speed less than 60 miles per day, 
Curve (2) fits valley sites for winds 60 to 90 miles per 
day, and Curve (3) fits canyon sites or sites with winds 
of 90 miles per day or greater. 
Regression equations for these three curves were 
calculated and the values for al. a2. and a3 for the 
exposure conditions described above were thus 
evaluated. 
a1 = (2950 - 49.5u + .235u2) 10-5 ............ (3) 
a2 = (3230 - 48.6u + .234u2) 10-5 .. . ...... . .. (4) 
2 -5 (5) a3 = (3660 - 53.6u + .247u ) 10 .. . . .. ... . 
These regression values of (a) were then 
substituted in Equation (1). 
Ep = (es - RHes) (2950u -49.5u2+ .235u3) 10-5 .. , (6) 
.1 . 2 3 5 E1>2 = (es - RHes)(3230u -48.6u + .234u )10- ... (7) 
Em = (es - RHes) (3660u - 53.6u2+ .247u3) 10-5 ... (8) . 
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so 
and these equations were then used to calculate the 
seasonal evaporation for each station. A correlation 
coefficient of .974 was obtained when the calculated 
values of seasonal evaporation were compared with 
the measured values. The average standard error was 
3.04. 
It is known that the evaporation measured at Fish 
Springs WLR is doubtful because birds drink and 
bathe in the pan. If this station is not used in the 
correlation the coefficient increases to .988 with a 
standard error of only 2.06. Such a high correlation 
indicates that the Dalton Equation has considerable 
potential for use under Utah conditions and that 
Dalton's "constant a" is essentially a function of wind 
only and can therefore be eliminated by using the 
proper cubic function of wind. 
Estimating WiDds 
Wind measurements are available only at class 
(A) evaporation stations and at a few 2nd order and 
FF A stations in the state. Hence, to make the 
equation applicable to other areas, the value of the 
wind in miles per day must be estimated. As a first 
approximation of this estimate the exposure 
conditions were compared with the exposure 
conditions of the standard class A pan stations as 
arrayed in Figure A-4, and the wind at the most 
comparable site was used. The exposure factor was 
then calculated using Equation (2) and the value 
obtained was compared with the exposure indexes 
previously calculated for each evaporation station. 
The wind speed estimates were then adjusted to 
bring the calculated exposure index into line with the 
estimated exposure index for the site. 
Seasonal evaporation was then calculated for each 
climate station in the state using data for the 
1941-1970 period and these values were plotted on a 
map of the state and iso-lines of evaporation were 
drawn. 
E.trapolatioD to Sites Without 
Climatological Data 
For sites where climate data were not available, 
the values of (es) were estimated from the curves in 
Figure A-5. In this figure the seasonal mean tempera-
tures for each evaporation station were plotted 
against elevation of the station and three curves were 
drawn. Two curves made an envelope of most stations 
and the third was an average between the other two. 
Analysis of the stations revealed that the curves again 
grouped stations according to the topography and 
wind speed description used for determining (al)' (a2), 
and (a3). The values of (es) for any site in the state can 
then be estimated from these curves. 
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To estimate the relative humidity at sites with no 
climatic data. topography and vegetation at the 
desired site are compared with those at comparable 
previously estimated sites for which climatic data are 
available (Figure A-6). The estimated values of wind 
and humidity are used to calculate an exposure index 
for each site. This index is then compared with an 
estimated index for this site determined by visual 
observations. The estimated values of (es)' RH. and u 
are then used in the appropriate equation to calculate 
the evaporation for the desired site. 
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Figure A-6. May-October mean relative humidity at climatic 8tatioDI in Utah. 
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AppendixB 
SURFACE STORAGE INVENTORY 
Key to Storage "Type" 
Type 
Number 
o 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
S5 
SALT WATER 
FRESH WATER 
Natural Lake: 
over 1,000 acres 
100 to 1,000 acres 
under 100 acres 
unmanaged wetland (any size) 
Man-made (or natural but regulated): 
over 1,000 acres 
100 to 1,000 acres 
under 100 acres 
Managed Wetlands: 
Federal 
State 
Private 
MAAIMUM Efft.CllvE 
A~EA U< E'. CAt"ACIlY 
NO. NAfoIE n ... t, ~AS1'" ELt.V (A~HES) (AeRtS) (Al f'T) 
1 GREAT ~AL.T l.AI(E 0 1-6 462v2 15bOOO~ 1150000 314vOOOCI 
2 BLUE CHEEI( ~lSEH~OIR 0 1-7 461)0 160 108 2840 
3 ROSE HES(!,<VOU( 6 1-1 44~5 23~ 0 1940 
4 NE"TuN RESE~vOlR b ~-'i. 48UO 30~ 2/42 537£; 
5 'STRAI~hT fOrcK' J 1 -1 5400 3~ .;u 
7 l.OCOMOtIVE St"RINijS ~ 1-1 42"0 USU 11~O 
9 'PENHDSE' 3 2-1 't2~0 91) ~U 
10 'MUOUY CREEK RESERVOIH' ., 1-1 467UO 5Y 33 
11 SINI(~ 0' OOVl CREEt< J 1-1 46VO I4V 140 
12 COYOTE PO~O J 1-7 ,.)elO 2v :tV 
13 PUBLIC SHOOT !NIi GRUUND 'i ~-1 42J5 225u 2250 
1.11 SALT CHEEK 9 2-1 42~O 29) 295 
16 8EAR RIVER 8!RO REfUGE 8 2-1 .. 21.10 20931 20.,3,3 
20 NORTH ~AKE 4 ~-1 43",0 17v 1;0 
21 '~EST NORTH ~AKE' 
" 
l-l 43UO 91) yO 
2 .. 8EAR R!VER WETLANO~ .. 2-1 4210 1154: 11~2 
25 WILLARU RES["VOIR ~ ~-1 4nO 'l9~v 99vO 2~4880 
26 wE8EH RIVER wETLANDS .. 3-1 46210 31~ 315 
2d OGDEN ~AY REfUGE 'J 3-1 421.10 3990 3998 
32 CUTLE~ RESERYOIR ~ ~-4i .1Ii30 6001.1 60CO 18690 
II ~EAK LAKi ~ 'i.-) 59~5 rOSOY 70000 60 .. 7'i.OO 
H SOUTH I..AK( J 2-j 651.10 75 75 
15 NORTH ~AKE oS ~-J 67(,0 31.1 JO 
16 MANTUA RESERYOIR CI ~-2 51"0 554 4163 7560 
31 'MENDON' .. 2-a 4.35 41.1 "0 
18 ~ITT~E CHEEI( RESERVOIR 7 2-1 6410 9V 90 90~ 
19 RANOOL.PH CREEK' .. 2-3 621.10 7~ 7~ 
40 HYRUM "ESERVUIR CI ~-4i ..6135 .1I8U .. jl4 16623 
41 DRY HO~LO~ R~SERVO'R 7 ~-3 6.1100 "1,1 ~6 
.. 2 CAUSEY RESERVDIM 6 3-2 ~690 136 1,2 7870 
.3 NEPONSi. T 5 ~-l 6500 10"3 678 8700 
44 PORCuPINE AE~ERVOIR 6 2-~ 58uo 180 H9 1280C 
., PIN£vl~W RES~HVO'H ) 3-2 49vO 287u 2C1~6 11 0 150 
46 ~OST CHEEK RESERVOIR 6 )-2 60u5 16) 1.;s0 ~215v 
47 DUCK CRt:EK' 1 ji-l 6~vO 7~ 75 
.8 COti8L.E CREEK 0 3-2 54\,10 511.1 477 37000 
50 JOROAN RIVER _ETLANOS 9 4-2 .. 200 1511 15.:11 
51 STOOKEY RES[~VOIR ~ 1-5 5000 201.1 2uv 50C 
52 Tl MP IE SPR I NilS ~ 1-4 42vo 6.U 640 
53 EAST CANYON HESERVOIR 6 3-2 5660 68_ 5~2 ~2000 
54 ECHO RESERVOHt ~ 3-~ 5610 U10 12~4 ;-J 94U 
55 JOYCE ~AK[ CI 3-2 95uO lOu ~O 1600 
57 LhUN ~AI([ 3 7-1 981.10 40 .110 420 5' CHINA~LN LAKt: .3 7-1 9400 u - 35 59 HOuP LAKE 7 '-1 e6vO 1v 56 3925 
60 8EAYER MEADO .. 7 7-1 95uO 71J 56 178~ 
61 'REO~OUO' 4 "-2 162*5 l-5,Q 1~0 
62 O[CKER R[S[RWOIR 6 "-2 4a4' 150 ~8 250 
61 ~OUNTAIN DELL RESERYulR 6 
.-2 55"0 120 108 3514 
'4 ROCKPQIH LAKE ~ ._ lea --6.000 !~ 991 Cl2100 
6' SAlHiENT LAK£:l 3 3-2 67uO 10 JO 
66 WASHINGTON LAKE 6 3-2 100uO 100 Iva 330'; 
61 ~MITH ANa MaK£~O~S( RES. L 3.-.2 __ . .1-'-"0 U 30 421 
68 -BALI) MOUNTAlN t 1 3-2 9800 50 ~o 
69 'UH l.AKE 1 3-a 9600 8~ &l 1142 
10 MIRRUtl LakE 1 7~1 UQO -1~ 15 800 
71 MEAOO,. LAK( 3 3-2 99"0 3 .. H 
72 MCltHE HAS LAKE 1 a-I 98VO au bO 
73 8LUE8E~L LAKk: 7 7-1 10000 42 J" 235 
7. f1 VE POINT IaAl(E 7 7-1 j Qo..uo 8~ 68 810 
75 SUPERIOR LAI(t. 3 7-1 10200 ., Jb 320 
_ 76 REO 'AULE ~ 7-1 ll-VO 16~ 132 2900 
77 WHITNEY 6 2-1 9400 15g 135 .700 
18 LAKE 8~ANCH_"0 3 7-1 1 UchiO 7~ 75 
79 tREO CASTLE ~EAK' J 7-1 11600 1S 75 
eo LAKE ATwoOO _ 6 1!1 110-uO 20- lt16 2700 
11 CHUN L.AKE$ 3 7-3 108(10 60 .. 8 83u 
S6 
MAA hUM [Ht:CT1VE 
At<EA At(E~ CAt-ACIll 
NO. ~AME TYPt: BASI~ t:LlV (A(.HES) (ACRlS) (A~ f 1) 
82 ISL.AND LAKE ~ 7-1 v8uo 121.1 "6 250{l 
83 TAMAriHK LAKt. 3 7-1 )'8(10 51.1 
-0 671.1 
8. fOX L.AKE 2 7-l 1081.10 10~ bO 1065 
tl5 fISH LAKt: 7 7-1 .,,81.10 21 ~2 
86 CHEPETA L.AI<E 6 7-J 1081.10 12t1 102 2530 
87 QUE ANT LAKE l 7-3 lottOo 57 416 lOOO!) 
88 'T.L. kANGE ~TATlON' 3 46- .. 1uOl.lO 8u bO 
89 RED ,A~EK 6 7-3 941.10 146U 112 !s700 
90 LOST L.AKE ~ 4-46 100UO ll0u 10"0 
91 MOHAIljK L.AI(E 3 7-l 1061.10 40 "0 
92 GfUNOADOY L.AKE ~ 1-l 104UO 12U ~6 150(1 
93 PINE I~L.ANO 3 7-3 lOltuO 50 50 
94 PINTO L.AKE ~ 7-J 99\,10 1l~ US 2725 
95 KIDNEY L.AKE 6 7-3 10"00 201 lC6 482~ 
96 CL.EMENTS LAIH. 7 7-l 9600 6U .. 8 1200 
97 MOON L.AKE 6 7-3 IS 2 1:1 0 77'::1 6~U 35800 
lie .OEER CHEEK RlSERVOlR 5 4-46 54~0 2680 2550 h9700 
'19 fARNS~URTH ~lSERVOIR 6 7-3 7800 18 .. 1'17 3570 
100 MIDV!EW RESEHVOIH 6 7-3 531.10 400 l~O 580 0 
101 UTAH L.AKE 5 46-3 4"~0 95900 SU877 85020U 
102 COL.UMBIA STELL. COMPANY 6 .-3 4500 ll~ 205 46500 
10l 'PROVO' 
-
.-3 .. 4'10 6~ 60 
1046 THIRTY OAKS 2 "-4 5200 401.1 4600 10000 
105 STRAwBERRY RlSERVOIR 5 7-l f5YO 1542u 126t'0 870000 
106 LAKE 8uREHAlil 2 7-3 5JvO 101.1 100 
107 BIG SAND .. ASH 6 7-J 601.10 19J 1'J6 12050 
108 STARVA T ION 5 7-l 5800 ll1v 26"8 107310 
109 H.AMIN" GOROt. RESERVulR 5 7-1 ~OOO 461801.1 27700 3788900 
110 OAGGE TT LAKE 3 7-1 10600 .... 3~ llJ 
111 IIjHITEROCKS R~SERVOIH 7 '-l lU600 71.1 ~6 916 
112 JOH~SON L.AK£ 1 7-3 10.YO l13u 10C46 5680 
111 TIljIN L.AKES 7 7-2 101uo ,.." J9 ~OO 
11- L.ONE PARK R£~ERVoIH 7 7-2 100uO 6J 50 !s20 
115 OAKS PAR~S R(SERVOIR 6 7-2 9400 38~ 3(;,6 6730 
116 EAST PARK RE~ERvoIR 6 7-~ 90.00 U~ 132 26S0 
117 (;ALDER POND 7 7-1 76UO 9., 78 .. 5~ 
118 CROU)[ RESERvOIR CI 7-1 7lc»0 13) lUi 1516 
119 'GREEN RIYER' • 7-1 56(.;0 4U 26 120 TIljIN L.AKES R~SERVOIR 6 7-2 5600 l6c» 2 93 4676 
121 PARAOIi[ PARK RESERVOIR 6 7-2 10000 14~ lU 2840 
122 STEIHAKER RE~ERvulR 6 7-2 56"0 821.1 656 38173 
123 STUAHT L.AKE 6 7-. )000 30 .. 2-l ISH 
124 MONTEZ CREEK RESERVOIR 7 7-3 5320 8'11 465 128() 
125 PELI~AN L.AK[ 4 1-J lt8.Uo 1141 571 6750 
121 GRANI'E ~ESEkVOIR 7 1-2 5000 10 419 186 
128 GU"~iSUN BEND 6 '-2 4600 86) 562 6400 
129 SEVIER SUDOL RE~ERVOIR ~ ~-, 5015 1090~ 2950 2l6US 
1)0 CARR L.AKE 4 5-2 45uo .u c6 
III 'VAH' It '-2 .. 600 61i 39 U2 CLEA~ I.AKE 9 .5--2 t.6..Q.O 131u 11l.o 
U1 SCIPIO LAKE 5 ~-2 6000 UOO 10O 9800 
u. fOOL CREEK RESERVOIR NO. 1 6 '-2 .800 .00 200 17781 
115 fOOL. CREEK RESERVOIR NO· a 6 '-2 .a.oo -65~ l26 5~17 
117 O~AO 5 5*2 46100 1190 599 10990 
138 SUMMIT CHEEK RESERVOIR 6 4-3 5000 109 71 
U9 MONA RE5..£:RVOIR 5 4 ~ ~ 500-0 2l-9~ 1557 19000 
140 LOWER wOOS[a~RRY RES. 7 8-1 e400 .~ 32 lOO 
141 SCOfl£LD R[!(RYOIR 5 "-1 7590 281U 2520 65eoo 
1.1 ,UH SPRINGS _8 1-2 1800 7-200 !aoo 
144 CHICKEN CREEK RESERVOIR 6 5-2 511.10 49u 3& 3 2000 
145 \IIAL[S K[SERVUIR 6 5-1 5600 201i 130 1480 
'46 [L.EC TR lC L.AKE 6 ~-2 SltQ.O 
--." 
152 JI000 
1.' HUNTINijTON R~SERYOIR 6 e-2 9000 250 200 5910 
141' ~ILlt:R 'LAT 6 '-2 8900 16" 128 5560 149 CLEY£LANO RE~£RvoLR 6 '~2 9000 &31 HO l275 
150 ROLF saN RESLRVOIR 1 8-2 9000 4~ It5 900 
151 '\IIHITMORE' 1 e-l 70ClO 10 2. 
152 TOPAZ ~lOUGH 9 5-2 4S00 .31i 810 
15l DESERT LAKE 9 e-l 55Q.0 5 ..... 5 •• 7100 
57 
M A.C 1row1'4 EnEC1IVE 
At\t:A AHEA CAPACITy' 
NO. ~AME TTPt: B~SlN U.lV (A'HES) CACRES) (AI. FT) 
15. OLSEN RESERVOIR 7 d-l 5500 80 40 3500 
155 ijUNNlSON R[S~RVOIR 5 5-1 5400 142w 1136 ~itl18 
156 FUNKS ~AKE 2 5-1 00(,)0 15v 150 607 
157 fERRUN RESERVOIR 7 8-~ 96UO 7~ 00 14100 
158 NINE ~lLE RE~EHVOIR 6 5-J 55(,)0 20~ 10' 3537 
159 BUCKHO~N RESl~VOIK 7 a-2 59vO 7~ J8 4506 
160 NIlLOW CREEK RESERVOIR 7 S-J !)8UO 41V ~o 130 
161 ISLAND LAKE 3 ~-J 96(')0 113 )it UU 
162 MIL.LSITE 6 &-~ 64(')0 .3) 116e 18000 
163 ijRAND 'ANTON P.C. ~ 8-5 42vo 1771 11!> 1 J3000 
164 TOWAV[ RESERVOIR 7 7-,. 66VO 2v 16 180 
165 HERCULES HES~RVOIR 7 C;-1 .. 9uO 26- :t 1 1 13uO(') 
1u C~TTOh~~1D R~SEHV~IR 0;, 9-1 lI')ClO lt2~ 7Jl ""800 
167 ·C\lOAH" J ~-1 ).!IJO 2) 1 ~ 
US DUTCHMAN RESLRVOIR I ;i-8 .. d"O 2v lJ 
169 NEwHOU~E RESLRVOIR 7 S-ts 48uO 2v 13 
170 THREE CREEKS RESERVO~K 1 5-41 o9VO 5f 416 2010 
171 'RAN'H' 'I 6-1 .. 9cO 2V 13 
172 BIG ~A~H RESLRVOIR 7 6-1 )8vO 8\,1 56 91 
17l IHRNE T LAKE 7 5- .. 96vO 19 19 172 
174 MINEHS~ILLE HESERVOIH 6 6-1 S6vO 95~ 760 ~50eo 
175 PUFfER LAKE 1 6-1 9SVO 7~ 60 897 
176 PIUTE HE5ERV OIR 5 5- .. )995 2590 14dO 71d26 
171 OTTEk CREEK HESERVOIR 5 5-5 63~0 276tj 2200 632416 
178 ROCKT fOWl) ~LSEHVOIR 5 5- .. ')"vo 1129 903 4!l260 
179 REO~UNO LAKE 'I 5-3 ~2vO 27 ~2 
180 SKUMOAH AESE"VOIH 7 ~-l dOuO lU 2. 
181 SH£E~ VALL.EY 7 e-" tS8uO 80 69 2314 
182 KOOSHA"EM RE~ERvuIR 6 5-5 71vO .01 l~1 l858 
183 JOHNSON VAL.llT RESERVOIR 6 e-J 9(.11.10 76~ 610 1~770 
18. FISH LAKE 5 e-3 90UO 315J 2S:C2 
185 fORSYTH HESE~VOIR 6 eel 801.10 171 137 34119 
186 MILL N~AOOW ~ESEAVUIR 1 O-l lauO 9_ 15 5232 
187 BOTTLE HOLLOi'! 4 7-3 41tSuO 410 U8 11100 
US THUR~ER RES[hVOlR 5 8-l 10~0 325 .. 25'1b 1,,7525 
189 'LOOKOuT PEAK' J 8-l 1101:10 30 30 
190 'CONKEY MEAO..,,,,S' 1 8-l 98uO 3(') 30 
191 OONK~T RESERVOIR 3 eel 99~0 4U l2 500 
192 JACOBS R£SE~vOIR 6 8-. lOOuO 15y 288 1967 
191 MCGAtH L.AKE 1 S-it ~6uO 60 .. 8 11 00 
19. 'EAST MCGATH' 1 a- .. Y600 lu 30 
lY5 SPECfAClE L.AKE RESERVOIR 7 8-4 10900 250 200 U29 
196 ijfUS~ LAKE 3 8-. 9800 3U lO 
197 OAK CREEK RE~ERVOI~ 1 8-1 100(,)0 ~v l2 1000 
198 DEER CKEEK L.AKE l e-~ 10000 81 b. 800 
199 BOi'4NS ttE~ERVI.IIR 7 8·3 6.00 3u 30 
200 VALLET Clry MfSEAVOIR 7 
.-S 418QO 8U 40 457 201 HOOSlEA L.AKE , 6-2 8600 159 lS9 1086 
202 PARAGONAH RE~ERV IK 6 6·2 58vO 13~ 85 1733 
203 RED CREEK RE~ERVOIR 7 6-2 78UO 5v 410 
20. YANKEE MEADO"S HESERVOIR 7 6-2 88C/.0 6u 48 
205 QUICHAf'A lAKi:. 2 6-3 5600 111 622 5290 
206 PANGUITCH L.AKE , S-, 84~0 1540 Ula 54670 
20 7 ROUN~Y RESERVOIR t 5-6 7800 111 94. 970 
208 'BLUE ~PRING' 7 5-6 96uO 2- 19 255 
209 lOWEH LNTERPRISE RESERVOIR 7 6-3 58UO 75 .. 9 2423 
210 ENTEttPRISE R~SERVOIH ~ 6-1 5duo 13) 268 8500 
211 KOL.Ott REHRVOIR 6 10-1 80Y' 25u 200 5586 
212 MAM~OTN CREEK RESt 6 5-6 7600 61_ .~1 1.509 
211 ~AVAJO L.AKE • 5-6 90UO 72~ 5.-82 14869 214 TAOP1C LAKE ~ESERVOIR 6 !»-5 80(,)0 20(.1 120 1750 
215 UPPEH )AND CuvE RES. 7 1"-1 4400 3u 20 
216 GRASS VALLET CRELK 6 10-1 90\10 97~ . zao 26650 
211 8AKEH ~AM HE)£RVOIR 7 10-1 50"0 51 Itl 1160 
211 ASH CAEEK RE~ERVOIR 6 10-1 4830 297 193 9928 
219 Lt 'HN(iEN L.AKES 1 10-1 70uO 30 - 30 
220 ·S.C. ~£NCH' • 10-1 32uO 3U JO aal CYCL.UNE LAKE 3 a- .. 10000 30 30 
222 PINE LAI(£ 3 5-5 18uO _8~ . ~6 
58 
MAII!MUM EffEClIVE 
Al\tA AHEA CAI"' AC1T( 
NO. NAME T'fPt,. 8~SIN t:LtV CACti(S) CACRES) CAl. fT) 
l2l LAKEVIEW 1 b-" e800 31.1 24 537 
224 wIDE HuLLO,,", "ESEIHOIM 6 tI- .. ClOUO 146 96 212~ 
~25 LAKE PUHELL. ~ ~-4 3700 1C1~70u 11"000 27162000 
~26 DUCK LAKE CI 9-l 741.10 72a 582 14216 
227 BL.UE MOUN TA IN 6 9-1 6900 20" 163 1200 
aal JONES I'CESERVulR 6 9-1 7000 16J lJO U35 
230 JOE.:a VAL.~Y HESERVO!~ ~ "-2 7000 1171.1 867 62500 211 DOG VA~L.EY 6 5-0 '51.10 l6~ 21:58 1046 
~lil! PRUESS 6 1-J 5400 a5u auo 5800 
l31 BIC; L~"E 6 5-5 8600 126 113 1000 
2lS fARlo4lNlaTQN BAY iii "-2 4204 3161 llCll 
216 HOWAiiO SL.DUGI1 9 3-1 421.14 ;.!]OU 2300 
2J7 RA1N~O .. CL.UR 10 J-1 421.111 19~ 192 
al8 SAGE~RuSH CL.UB 10 ~"l 420 .. aOJ 203 
439 DUCKvlLL.E CLUB 10 ~-l 4204 91.1 90 
240 CHESAPEAKE CL.UB 10 ~-l ,.20. S6) ~05 
2U tiEAR RIYER C~UB 10 2-1 Itl\./Il 5ltO'll 5469 
~"2 NORT" PT. fUI( CLu8 10 "-2 421.14 IlCl 110 
~4l LAKE FRONT C~UB 10 1t-2 4204 57 51 
244 RUDY CLUi 10 .. -a lta04 50~ 505 
245 HARRISON CLU~ 10 4-2 4a04 nes l~8 
246 UTAH c~ua 10 ·-2 4204 14 J4 
2,.1 GUNLOC~ RES[I(YOIH 6 10-1 JOvO 26t! 2u8 10664 
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Appendix C 
MONTHLY AIRPORT WIND DATA 
, 61 
a.. 
tv 
ELY 
Form of Data: Height of Anemometer = 47' 
Data Frequency = 1 hr. Microfiche 
% Time over 5 mph at 2 meters 
May June JuLy Aug. Sept. Oct . May-Oct . 
1970 57.8 49.4 57.8 54.8 59.6 56.0 55 . 9 
1971 55.0 52.5 51. 3 49.5 63.1 59. 7 55.18 
1972 
.?2:...L 54.6 ~ ~ ~ 
56.23 52.17 55.37 55.97 59.63 57.85 56.19 
% Time over 10 mph at 2 meters 
May June JuLy Aug. Sept. Oct . May - Oct. 
1970 7.3 8.9 4.8 4.6 6.7 5. 2 6.25 
1971 10.6 6.4 4.0 2.3 10.8 10.2 7 . 38 
1972 ~ ~ hl 4.8 7.5 
8 . 47 7 . 8 4 . 4 3.9 8.33 7. 7 6. 73 
% Time over 15 mph at 2 meters 
May June JuLy Aug. Sept. Oct . May-Oct. 
1970 . 3 1.0 . 6 0 . 8 0 .45 
1971 1.3 0 • 1 • 1 1.2 1.2 • 65 
1972 _ ._4_ 2 .:...? .:...L ~ 
.67 .6 . 4 • 17 .7 . 6 . 52 
Average wind at 2 meters (mph) 
May June JuLy Aug. Sept. Oct. May-Oct. 
1970 5.5 5.25 5 . 36 5.06 5.53 5.33 5.35 
1971 5.35 5.14 4.94 4.96 5.95 5.72 5. 34 
1972 5.39 5.52 5. 27 5.55 5.31 
5.44 5 . 30 5.19 5.19 5. 60 5 . 52 5.37 
May-Oct. Means at 47' = 8.5 KPH 
at 2 meters = 5.37 MPH 
at 2 Ft. = 3.76 MPH 
HILL FIELD SUMMARY 
Form of Data: 
* Air Force Swnmary 
Height of Anemometer = 15 ' 
Data Frequency = 1 hr. 
May June July Aug. Sept. Oct . May-Oct. 
0/0 over 5 mph 58 
% over 10 mph 17 
% over 15 mph 4 
Avg . 2m. wind 7 . 9 
56 
17 
4 
7.9 
40 56.5 
17.6 18 
3.5 4 
8.0 8 . 2 
50 50 
16 14.6 
4.4 4 
7.6 7.4 
51. 7 
16.7 
4 . 0 
7.8 
* The previously developed swnmary was based upon data for 
the period 1941 to 1965. 
May-Oct Means at 15 ' = 8.58 KPH 
at 2 meters = 7.8 MPH 
at 2 Ft. = 5.46 MPH 
WENDOVER 
Form of Data: H eight of "A,nemometer =22, 31, 60 ' 
* Air Force Summary Data Frequency = 1 hr . 
May June JuLI Aug • Sept. Oct. May-Oct. 
% over 5 mph 26 26 20 17 26 13 21. 3 
% over 10 mph 4 3.8 2 . 3 2.5 4 1.8 3.1 
% over 15 mph 0.7 O. 7 0.4 0.4 0.7 0.3 0.5 
Avg. 2m. wind 4.5 4.4 4 3.9 3 .4 3 3.9 
* The previously developed summary was based upon data for 
the period: Aug. 1942-Feb. 1946, June L946-May 1947, July 1947-
Nov. 1949, March 1950-Dec. 1954, Nov. 1956-0ct. 1957, Sept . 1959-
Dec. 1965. 
May-Oct Means at 22,31,60' 
at 2 meters 
at 2 Ft. 
5.65 KPH 
3.9 MPH 
2.73 MPH 
0-
w 
SALT LAKE (NEW) 
Form of Data: Height of Anemometer = 20 ' 
Data Frequency = 1 hr. Microfiche 
0/0 Time over 5 mph at 2 meters 
May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. May-Oct. 
1970 74.0 77.5 79.0 74.6 74.0 72.3 75.23 
1971 72. 6 76.9 73.2 80.2 77.8 74. 6 75.88 
1972 
- ~ 1.2.:..L ~ 75.4 2l:..L 
-
73.30 76.73 77.17 78.53 75.73 73.33 75.9 
0/0 Time over 10 mph at 2 meters 
May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. May-Oct. 
1970 15 13.7 15.4 14.5 15 13.2 14.47 
1971 15.6 16.5 15.2 21. 1 24.8 17.3 18.42 
1972 24.7 16.0 17.1 ~ 16.7 
15.3 18.3 15.53 17.57 19.43 15.73 16.98 
0/0 Time over 15 mph at 2 meters 
May June JuLy Aug. Sept. Oct. May-Oct. 
1970 2.3 2.5 1.5 1.1 3.6 2.5 2. 25 
1971 2.5 2.8 1.2 1.9 7.2 2.5 3.02 
1972 5.4 2.0 b...L ~ ~ 
2.4 3.57 1. 57 1. 93 5.6 2.47 2.92 
Average wind at 2 meters (mph) 
May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. May-Oct. 
1970 6.2 6.12 6.2 6.04 6.2 5.89 6.11 
1971 6.12 6.35 6.12 6.27 7.11 6. 12 6.35 
1972 
-
6.88 6.35 6.58 6.66 6. 12 
--
6. 16 6.45 6.22 6.30 6.66 6.04 6.33 
May-Oct Means at 20' = 8.27 KPH 
at 2 meters = 6. 33 MPH 
at 2 ft. = 4.43 MPH 
SALT LAKE AIRPOR T (ORIGINAL) 
Form of Data: 
Weather Bureau Surnmary* 
Height of Anamometer = 23 '-58' ** 
Data Frequency = 1 hr. 
May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. May-Oct. 
0/0 over 5 mph 29.8 31. 3 27.5 35.3 24.8 20.7 28.2 
0/0 over 10 mph 
0/0 over 15 mph 
Avg. 2m. wind 
0:' 
3.5 
0.5 
5.3 
4.0 
. 1 
5.4 
2.5 
. 1 
5.2 
3.9 
• 1 
5.6 
2.3 
.1 
5.0 
2.0 
o 
4.7 
3.0 
• 1 
5.2 
The previously developed summary was based upon 1951 to 
1960 data. 
*~' The instrument was at the following heights: 
Height 
58' 
33' 
20' 
Period 
1948 to July 1954 
July 1954 to Sept. 1959 
Sept. 1959 to present 
A weighted factor was used to reduce winds to 2 meters. 
0-
~ 
Form of Data: 
Microfilm 
GREEN RIVER 
Height of Anemometer = 26' 
Data Frequency = 6 hr. 
% Time over 5 mph at 2 meters 
May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. May-Oct. 
1961 17.7 
1963 29.0 
1964 32.2 
1965 37. 9 
1966 24.4 
1967 25.8 
1968 25.8 
1969 16.9 
1970 29.8 
6.7 
35.8 
25.8 
20.8 
20.8 
23.3 
25.8 
22.5 
22. 5 
1971 ~ ~ 
26.65 22. 25 
5.6 
25.8 
19.3 
16.9 
12.1 
13.7 
16.1 
12.1 
18.5 
15.3 
15.5 
.8 
18.5 
17.7 
4.0 
16.1 
15.3 
15.3 
12.9 
8.9 
~ 
11. 85 
5.8 
7.5 
20.0 
20.8 
10.8 
11. 7 
15.0 
7.5 
21. 7 
5.6 
7.2 
7.2 
2.4 
6.4 
16.9 
10.5 
13.7 
12.9 
19. 2 17. 7 
14.0 10.0 
% Time over 10 mph at 2 meters 
7.0 
20.6 
20.4 
17. 1 
14.9 
17.8 
18.1 
14.3 
19.0 
!1.:...L 
16.71 
May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. May-Oct. 
1961 
19 63 
19 64 
1 965 
19 66 
19 67 
1968 
19 69 
1970 
1971 
3.2 
8.0 
12.1 
12.1 
6.4 
6.4 
2.4 
1.6 
5.6 
~ 
6.33 
.8 
13.3 
8.4 
2.5 
3.3 
5.0 
5.8 
3.2 
2.5 
.2.:.l. 
4.83 
.8 
3.2 
4.0 
5.6 
3.2 
0.8 
2.4 
o 
o 
~ 
2.08 
.0 
2.4 
3.2 
.8 
4.8 
1.6 
2.4 
2.4 
1.6 
.-Q. 
1. 92 
1.7 
2.5 
5.0 
4.2 
3.3 
o 
5.0 
0.8 
5.0 
.2.:.l. 
3.07 
1.6 
1.6 
.8 
.8 
1.6 
5.6 
1.6 
1.6 
0.8 
.2:.1. 
1. 94 
1. 35 
5.16 
5. 58 
4 . 33 
3 .7 6 
3.2 
3.3 
1.7 
2.6 
2.7 
3.36 
GREEN RIVER (continued) 
% Time over 15 mph at 2 meters 
May June JuLy Aug. Sept. Oct. May-Oct. 
19 61 1. 6 0 . 8 0 0 0 . 4 
19 63 
19 64 
1965 
1966 
19 67 
1968 
19 69 
1970 
1971 
1.6 
. 8 
3.2 
o 
. 8 
. 8 
o 
. 8 
_0_ 
.97 
3 . 3 
1.7 
o 
.8 
.8 
o 
1. 6 
o 
_0_ 
. 83 
o 
o 
. 8 
1.6 
o 
o 
o 
o 
~ 
. 47 
o 
1. 6 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
. 16 
.8 0 
1. 7 0 
o . 8 
. 8 0 
o 1. 6 
o 0 
o 0 
. 8 .8 
o 0 
.48 .33 
Average wind at 2 meters (mph) 
.95 
.9 6 
. 8 
.53 
.5 
• 1 
.3 
.4 
~ 
.54 
May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. May-Oct. 
19 69 3 .5 3 . 22 3.02 2 . 89 2. 592.85 3.01 
1970 
1971 
4. 22 
4 .17 
3.9 6 
3.52 
3.43 
3. 39 
2.95 
3. 15 
3.04 
2. 79 
2. 61 
2.7 6 
3.48 
3. 24 
3 . 10 
May-Oct Means at 26' = 4.13 KPH 
at 2 meters = 3. 18 MPH 
at 2 Ft. = 2. 23 MPH 
2.81 
2.90 
2.85 
3.29 
3.25 
3. 18 
~ 
Ul 
Form of Data: 
Microfilm 
CEDAR CITY 
Height of Anemometer = 42' 
Data Frequency = 1 hr. 
% Time over 5 mph at 6.5' 
May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. May-Oct. 
1967 50.4 50.4 36.3 32.4 32.6 42.6 40.8 
1968 49.6 49.6 41. 0 44.2 45.0 32.5 43. 6 
1970 49.6 51. 0 35.1 29.0 38.2 44.1 41. 2 
49.9 50.3 37.5 35.2 38.6 39.7 41. 9 
0/0 Time over 10 mph at 6.5 ' 
May June JuLy Aug. Sept. Oct. May-Oct. 
1967 12.5 10.9 3 4 5 8.7 7.35 
1968 11. 2 10.2 4.4 11. 2 7.8 6 8.5 
1969 8.5 10.2 4.3 2 3 4.3 5.38 
1970 7.5 18.8 5.7 2 11. 4 12.1 9.58 
1971 15.5 14 11 
....!:.2. 18.4 14.4 ~ 
11.0 12.8 5.7 4.8 9.1 9.1 8.76 
% Time over 15 mph 
May June JuLy Aug. Sept. Oct. May-Oct. 
1967 0 0 0 <1 0 
1968 <1 0 
1969 <1 2 <1 0 0 <1 
1970 <1 2 <1 0 2 
1971 _3_ <1 0 <1 4 2 2 
1.4 1.4 0.6 .4 1.4 1.0 
CEDAR CITY (continued) 
Average wind at 2 meters (mph) 
May June J uLy Aug. Sept. Oct. May-Oct. 
19 67 5.2 5.2 4.4 4 .3 4.3 4.9 4.7 
1968 5. 1 5.2 4.6 4.9 4.9 4.0 4.8 
1969 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
5.1 5.0 4.4 4.4 4.3 4.3 4.6 
May-Oct Means at 26 ' = 7.0 KPH 
at 2 meters = 4. 6 MPH 
at 2 Ft. = 3.22 MPH 
0-
0-
BULL FROG BASIN WIND SUMMARY 
Form of Data Height of Anemometer = 22 ' 
Data Frequency = 6 hr. Summary by State C limatologist* 
0/0 Time over 5 mph at 2 meters 
May June ~ Aug. Sept. Oct. Average 
50.8 54.2 38.8 27.8 41. 7 32.9 41. 03% 
% Time over 10 mph at 2 meters 
May June July Aug. ~ Oct. Average 
21. 0 14.0 10.7 8.9 18.3 12.0 14.15% 
% Time over 15 mph at 2 meters 
May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Average 
8.0 4.0 2.7 2.0 5.2 4.0 4.32% 
Avera2e wind at 2 meters (mph) 
May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. ~2e 
6.33 6.09 5.53 4.90 5.95 5.18 5. 67 
* The previously developed sununary was based upon data from 
July 1970 to Dec. 1973. 
May-Oct. Means at 25 ft. = 8. 1 MPH 
at 2 meters = 5. 67 MPH 
at 2 ft. = 3. 96 MPH 
BR YCE CANYON 
Form of Data: Height of Anemometer = 38' 
Data Frequency = 1 hr. Previous Summary by 
State C limato logist 
19 67 
1968 
1969 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1967 
1968 
1969 
19 68 
19 69 
% Time over 5 mph at 6.5' 
May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. May-Oct. 
55.5 53.7 38.2 31.0 35.8 48.9 43.8 
47 .3 50.4 34.3 36.2 47.5 39.9 42. 6 
48.3 41. 4 34.0 31. 2 33.6 44.2 38.9 
50.4 48.5 35.5 32.8 39.0 44.3 41. 7 
% Time over 10 mph at 6.5' 
May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. May-Oct. 
7.1 8.3 1.2 1.5 3.3 7.1 4.7 
9.4 6.8 2.1 6.6 7.2 4.8 6.1 
10.6 5.0 3.8 ~ ~ ~ ~ 
9.0 6.7 2.4 3. 1 4.2 5.8 5.2 
% Time over 15 mph 
May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. May-Oct. 
<1 
<1 
_0_ 
Average wind at 2 meters (mph) 
May June Ju ly Aug.
u 
___ S~ Oct. May-Oct. 
5.14 5.25 4.18 4.40 5.13 4.57 4. 78 
5.15 4.65 3.98 3.86 ~ 4. 70 4.41 
5.15 4.96 4.09 4. 1 4.56 4.61 4.59 
May-Oct Mean at 38' 6.77 KPH 
at 2 meters = 4. 59 MPH 
at 2 Ft. = 3.21 MPH 
HANKSVILLE 
Form of Data: Height of Anemometer = 25' 
Microfilm Data Frequency = 1 hr. 
% T ime ove r 5 m p h at 2 mete rs 
May Jun e Ju Ly A ug. Sept. Oct . Ma y-Oct 
1963 47.2 56.2 39 . 2 33 .1 21. 0 20. 8 36.2 
19 64 53.0 48 . 3 48 .5 44. 6 3 6. 8 21. 5 4 2.1 
19 65 5 6. 6 48 .7 4 3.0 39 .7 4 5 . 6 14 . 1 4 1. 3 
52. 3 51. 1 43 . 7 39. 1 34 . 5 18 . 8 39 . 9 
% Time ove r 10 m ph at 2 meters 
May J une J uLy Aug. Se pt. Oct. May-Oct. 
19 63 17. 2 23. 7 8 . 2 7. 1 5.0 6. 2 11. 2 
19 64 24.8 20.4 12. 6 15 . 6 14.0 4. 2 15 . 3 
19 65 ~ 20.5 12.7 ~ 18 .7 2. 3 14. 7 
23.3 21. 6 11. 2 9. 5 12. 6 4 . 2 13. 7 
% T ime ove r 1 5 mph at 2 mete rs 
May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. May-Oct. 
1963 4.8 5. 8 .3 1.9 . 3 . 8 2.3 
1964 7.8 4.2 2.4 3. 6 2.2 .7 3.5 
19 65 10.2 2:2. 2.2 . 8 ~ --2 -±d 
7.6 5.2 1. 63 2.1 2.9 .7 3.35 
Average wind at 2 meters (mph) 
May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. May-Oct. 
1963 5.25 6.09 4. 13 3 . 68 2.72 2.62 4.08 
1964 6.5 6.31 5.48 5.2 4.53 2. 64 5.11 
1965 6.22 5.47 4.84 4.06 5.33 2.19 4. 68 
5.99 5.95 4.81 4.31 4. 19 2.48 4. 62 
May-Oct. Means at 25 ft. = 6.0 KPH 
at 2 meter = 4. 62 MPH 
at 2 ft. = 3.23 MPH 
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AppendixD 
SURFACE STORAGE EVAPORATION AND 
SUPPRESSION ESTIMATES 
69 
..... 
o 
~O. NAIi4E 
IREAT SALT I.AI<E 
2 BLUE 'REEK RESERVOIH 
1 ROSE "[~£RVulR 
• NEWTON RESE~VOIR 
, 'STRA'GHT 'uRK' 
7 LOCOMUTIV£ ~PRINGS 
9 -'ENROSE' 
10 'MUDDY CREEK RESERVOIR' 
11 SJ~KJ Of DOVE tREEK 
12 COYOTE PON~ 
11 'UBLI' iHoOTING GROUND 
14 lA1J '8(£K 1. lEAR RIvER _'RO RE'UGE 
20 NORT" LAKE 
21 '~E~T NORTH LAKE' 
24 I'AR RIVER WETLANDS 
- -2' _ILLARO RESLRVOIR 
_ti k£8~R RlVIA .ETL'~OS 
28 alDEN BAY R~fUGE 
J2 CUlL[" "[StRVOI" 
_JJ I'AR ~AKE 
H SOUTH LAKE 
35 NORTI'4 L.AKE 
36 MANTUA RESE"VOI~ 
17 'MENDQN' 
18 LITTLE CREE~ RE~ERV~'R 
[L I;. 'I 
EFFECTIvE 
AH~A 
"C~ES) 
42u2 11~OOOo 
46\010 
.... ~5 
.IUO 
~.ilO 
.. 21.10 
42~0 
4 700 
4600 
41itO 
42,,5 
"~O 
4200 
41 00 
41\010 
.210 
.. 210 
4210 
4200 
4210 
59~5 
65ilO 
67 vO 
SluO 
... ,35 
6410 
10lS 
o 
242 
30 
1150 
90 
11 
iO 
20 
2250 
295 
20U3 
17u 
90 
1152 
9900 
115 
]998 
6000 
70000 
75 
30 
443 
40 
90 
~EASUNAL 
2114 W H~D 
04PI"I) 
..... 
4.4 
".2 
4 ... 
1'''' 
7.0 
.... 
5.1 
5-.1 
"U 
..... 
.... 
4.5 
.'0 
.'U 
.... 
i." 
..... 
.... 
.)'1 
.) ... 
3'1 
J" 
3.~ 
3·, 
3.1J 
SEAS U~AL I.AKE EVA~URATluN 
PAN lVAP ANNUAL SEAS UNAL ~EASONAL 
(I~CHES) (lNCH~S) (INCMtS) CAe tT> 
50 
48 
4~ 
.4 
59 
.9 
49 
.9 
59 
47 
.9 
., 
52 
52 
46 
.. 8 
48 
48 
40 
40 
14 
H 
37 
40 
36 
45 
4) 
31 
"0 
52 
43 
43 
4) 
52 
42 
43 
42 
46 
.. 6 
41 
.. 3 
"3 
"2 
16 
36 
,)0 
28 
II 
16 
32 
'3 7· 7 
)" 
1~ 
3u 
3~ 
42 
3, 
l5 
);;) 
.. ~ 
)J 
l~ 
3.1 
37 
31 
II 
lit 
14 
lit 
20 
20 
2" 
2J 
2g 
2d 
?o 
3600000 
324 
o 
601 
79 
4014 
261 
96 
116 
70 
(»251 
ti55 
~8211 
523 
2'" 
Hl5 
!lSll6 
d'i:) 
111'i4 
14~OO 
16~667 
151 
57 
970 
95 
192 
MONULAYLt< MvD lL 
~lTE ~lR C l~T ~AL\Aul 
fACTOH ~u~~R(~S,uN 'AL tT l 
5 
J 
6 
6 
) 
2 
~ 
It 
5 
.. 
6 
3 
.) 
7 
4 
7 
.. 
5 
,. 
s 
5 
At 
1 
) 
2i 
~u 
2~ 
1~ 
10 
lU 
) 
4 
(» 
2~ 
l~ 
It) 
1 7 
Ii 
20 
19 
20 
1~ 
27 
11 
2" 
13 
2" 
11 
1~ 
71 
o 
1 ... 
10 
4.0 1 
il!o 
5 
~ 
.. 
LJf7 
~2 
l U1I7ts 
69 
oS) 
815 
5342 
211 
21~7 
)634& 
1 0 4cil!:' 
30 
7 
2J) 
lU 
~3 
~ 
NO. NAIII£ 
19 'RANDwLPH C"EEK' 
.0 HYRu~ R(SERVOIR 
., DRY "ULLOM KESERV~IR 
.2 CAUiEY RESERVOIR 
.1 NEPOhiET 
44 'Qft,uPIN£ RESERVOIR 
4' 'INEVIEw REiERVelH 
-
46 LOST 'REEK MESERVeI" 
_ 47 !...QU'.K C"(iK' 
48 COBBLE CREEK 
50 JORDAN RIVE" WETLANUS 
__ 11 STO.oK£. Y J~tStAvelR 
52 TIMPI£ SPRr~GS 
5) [AST 'ANYON RESERVOIR 
,. .leMO RE1.E.d ~LI U 
'5 .lOYC[ LAK[ 
57 LY'4AN ~AKE 
58 CHINAMEN lA~E 
59 HOOP ~AKE 
60 B[AVER III£AOQ. 
- 6j 'A.£DIIJUOO' 
62 D[CKE" R[S["~OIR 
61 MOUNTAIN OE~L RESLRVOIR 
64 ROCKPORl LAKE 
65 SAR~E~T LA~~S 
66 WASHINGTON ~AKE 
EL.c.V 
6200 
~8d5 
6"00 
569 0 
6SuO 
58110 
.. 9\)0 
60\)5 
69",0 
5~vO 
.. 2vO 
50,,0 
4Z00 
56~0 
5610 
95VO 
98uO 
Y"4IJO 
"00 
9500 
.. 2 .. 5 
~2"5 
550.10 
60IJO 
oT\JO 
1\)0\010 
EffECTIVt: 
A~EA 
(ACRt:S) 
7, 
43 .. 
26 
12~ 
676 
16~ 
2620 
330 
75 
"417 
1531 
20v 
"0 
552 
125 .. 
90 
40 
35 
56 
56 
150 
90 
10c; 
991 
Jo 
100 
SEASONAL. 
2M I'/!ND 
(MPH) 
3.5 
...v 
l • 1 
l'Y 
),'1 
... 0 
3·~ 
•• ts 
J,<i 
3,a 
611 
5.J 
liS 
1" 
2,S 
11~ 
.'v 
"'1.1 
J.s 
.'1.1 
611 
611 
2'0 
2·) 
3" 
J'Y 
SEASONAL LAKE EVAr~RArl~N 
~AN EVAP ANNUAL S(ASUNAL ~EASONAL 
(lNCHE~) (lNCHlS) (INCN~S) (AC FT) 
16 
,.3 
38 
50 
11 
.6 
52 
.. 8 
10 
.6 
57 
52 
51 
50 
41 
11 
19 
20 
21 
2U 
57 
57 
.. " 
18 
28 
2U 
32 
38 
3" 
"44 
28 
41 
.. 6 
43 
",7 
41 
50 
46 
50 
u 
36 
16 
17 
18 
18 
18 
50 
so 
19 
33 
25 
18 
20 
H 
27 
)0 
21t 
3J 
JI 
34t 
21 
lJ 
.. v 
30 
4U 
36 
2~ 
1 J 
1 J 
1 Ii 
15 
1 .. 
4v 
40 
31 
'l7 
~(J 
1 .. 
160 
11 04 
50 
)61 
1 2 .... 
.. 60 
BUT9 
liJ7 
III 
1~98 
~u91 
Cl07 
~128 
1633 
:l999 
95 
1i4 
41 
69 
65 
4t99 
3:.!6 
'i77 
n97 
41i 
117 
MUNUL A H..H MI.IUtL 
~ITE PlR~lNT SALVAG£ 
fA'TOH SU~PRESSluN 'A~ ~T) 
J 
2 
, 
,. 
4 
~ 
~ 
4 
6 
7 
J 
5 
5 
4 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
J 
4 
~ 
4 
5 
:) 
11i 
27 
IS 
2~ 
2u 
1 T 
24 
1~ 
15 
2" 
21 
1 .. 
24t 
2' 
28 
10 
1 1 
1. 
18 
10 
1j 
12 
30 
215 
lie 
u 
1t2 
298 
5 
79 
~49 
78 
1911i 
178 
20 
312 
1009 
t)S 
511 
Ii .. 1 
04t1) 
11 
5 
• 
12 
10 
05 
J9 
63 
o.~ 
6 
;C6 
-...J 
N 
HO, NAME 
67 SMITH A~O MUHEHOUSE RES, 
61 'BALD MOUNTAIN' 
69 flS" laAK£ 
10 MIRROtt LAKE 
71 M[ADOM L.AKE 
.12 MtJtft(lERS LA", 
11 ILUEIELL L.~E 
7. 'lYE POINT ~AKE 
75 ~!.i~L~' 
16 RED CASTL£ 
77 MHIT"[Y 
71 LU,t. IiLANtttA-RO 
79 tR[O 'A$TLE PEAK' 
10 LAK[ ATMOOO 
11 CHU" LAK[.s -
12 IILANO LAKE 
11 TAMARACK LAKE 
I. ,~X LAk~ 
85 fUH L.AKE 
86 CH[PETA LAKl 
87 Q.U[AM T ~'K.[ 
81 'T,L.. RANiE STATION' 
89 RED CREEl( 
90 LOST L.AKE 
91 MQHAIifK &.AK[ 
92 GRA~OADOT LAKE 
ELt.V 
7600 
91vO 
96",0 
98uO 
9'iUO 
98-w-o 
100\JO 
100uO 
--l02vO 
11"1J0 
9''1.10 
10400 
11000 
llOuO 
10~O 
9800 
91 00 
10 81.10 
9800 
100UO 
10800 
10QuO 
94~0 
100~0 
10600 
10"00 
Hf'ECTlvE 
A~EA 
'AI.:HES) 
30 
50 
8j 
75 
34 
&0 
h 
68 
38 
1]2 
1l~ 
15 
1~ 
166 
'U' 
9. 
4U 
IU 
22 
102 
.0 
8 ... 
11~ 
10"(1 
· 0 
90 
~EASUNAL 
2M WINO 
(MPH) 
It ,ill! 
.. ~ 
4'~ 
4'2 
4'~ 
4.~ 
le9 
1.9 
1·9 
l,9 
4·0 
II) 
l'~ 
le7 
1') 
l'4! 
1,5 
laJ 
l.i 
3,5 
l"~ 
".,I! 
3.l 
It.~ 
)'J 
l'J 
$EASONAL ~AKE EVA~URAIIUN 
PAN EVAP ANNUAL SEAS"'~AL SEASONA~ 
(INCH£S) · ONCHES) (lNCt1ES) 'A" FT) 
2 .. 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
!I 
18 
17 
16 
19 
18 
lS 
15 
16 
11 
11 
U 
17 
1S 
15 
2U 
18 
20 
16 
11 
21 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
16 
16 
15 
14 
17 
u 
13 
13 
u 
15 
16 
13 
15 
13 
1) 
U 
16 
1ft 
14 
15 
1 7 
lAt 
1" 
1 .. 
1" 
1 .. 
1 J 
1 J 
1~ 
11 
IJ 
1~ 
11 
11 
11 
I~ 
13 
11 
1~ 
11 
11 
lAt 
1 J 
1At 
11 
1~ 
"2 
58 
97 
tl8 
"0 
il 
J6 
71 
31 
123 
150 
19 
66 
1 .. 5 
At5 
95 
"2 
70 
22 
89 
.. 0 
91 
118 
1213 
31 
95 
MuNULA n .. MulJLL 
~I T E ~ER~lNT ~A~VAG[ 
fACTOH SU~PRl~~IUN ,.C ~T) 
5 
5 
S 
5 
!) 
, 
5 
~ 
5 
5 
5 
; 
~ 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
11 
1e 
10 
16 
1 1 
10 
11 
10 
H -
u 
22 
18 
2U 
2" 
1~ 
2U 
12 
10 
IJ 
2" 
12 
16 
27 
22 
12 
10 
5 
9 
15 
u 
4 
u 
• 
11 
4t 
27 
l3 
14-
13 
J5 
5 
IV 
5 
13 
1 
21 
5 
15 
l2 
201 
4 
H 
" c..J 
NO. NAME 
9) PINE U'-AND 
94 PINTO ~AKE 
95 KIDNEY LAKE 
96 CLEMENTS L_~E 
97 11400'- '-AKE 
98 DEER 'RLEI( KES£RVOIR 
99 FARNSWORTH MESERVOIR 
100 MIOvlLW R£5lHVOIR 
UU UTAH ~'.K[ 
102 CQLUM~lA ST(E~ COMPANY 
103 'PROVO' 
104 THIRTY OAKS 
105 STRA~aER"Y RESERVOIR 
106 LAKl aO"EHAM 
107 11' lANu W4iH 
10& STARVATION 
109 fLAMING GOR~E RESERVOIR 
110 O'GG[TT LAKE 
111 WHITEROCKS ~ESEHVoIR 
112 ~O~NSUN LA~L 
III T .. hi ,-AJ<ES 
114 LONE PARK ~LSERYOIR 
115 OAKS PARKS HESEHV01R 
116 EASr PARK ~lSERYOIR 
117 CALDER POND 
118 C"OUS~ RESE~YOIR 
EfF'HTIvE 
AW[A 
[LtV (4CH[S) 
1041J0 
991.10 
lOIiVO 
96IJO 
8200 
51i~O 
78UO 
Sl~O 
.... ~o 
.. 500 
It It '110 
52uo 
75'110 
5100 
6~0 
,800 
60 00 
1061,)0 
10600 
101t(,/0 
10ll..l0 
10000 
9ltUO 
90 0 0 
76 UO 
71ClO 
50 
115 
Hlfj 
.6 
620 
1550 
147 
l20 
80677 
205 
60 
1i0\) 
1~6&0 
100 
1 9 6 
2'48 
27 700 
l5 
56 
1\)6 .. 
3i 
50 
JOo 
132 
76 
109 
~EAS\JNA~ 
2'" WIND 
(",PM) 
3d 
ld 
l'J 
l') 
.'1.1 
liS 
).9 
3.1 
5, .. 
1_9 
leY 
).) 
4'0 
ld 
1-1 
)d 
"'2 
3'J 
3d 
..... 
3d 
3,5 
3·'" 
l.7 
_.It 
l.j 
SEASUNAl LAKE tVA ~ \JRA l luN 
PAN EVAP ANNUAL SEASy~A~ ~EASONAL 
(INCHES) (lNeHLS) (l N Ct1~S) 'A' fT) 
17 
17 
17 
18 
27 
4& 
26 
)Ii 
.7 
•• 
•• 
56 
11 
46 
34 
.It 
4l 
17 
17 
18 
17 
18 
2l 
2. 
27 
27 
15 
15 
15 
16 
2. 
1t2 
2) 
29 
Itl 
)9 
39 
49 
12 
40 
a~ 
38 
l8 
15 
15 
16 
,5 
u 
20 
21 
24 
2. 
12 
12 
1~ 
13 
1~ 
h 
1«:1 
2J 
lJ 
11 
II 
19 
26 
3.: 
2 .. 
30 
3\l 
1.: 
1~ 
13 
1e 
1 j 
10 
11 
1 ., 
1Y 
50 
11 .. 
165 
50 
977 
711t0 
22l 
626 
221738 
S26 
1511 
1107 
26977 
.!65 
l8l 
6699 
6 9 1101 
j5 
56 
1111 
19 
53 
411 
10 5 
123 
172 
MONUlAyt:R I'4 UDlL 
SITE PER~ENT ~Al V AG E 
fACTO~ S\JPPRtSS'U~ (A' tT) 
5 
5 
S 
5 
7 
5 
") 
6 
6 
6 
6 
5 
1 
7 
7 
6 
5 
5 
5 
:) 
5 
o 
5 
o 
5 
us 
2" 
2" 
12 
27 
2" 
22 
32 
1" 
2it 
ltl 
26 
10 
17 
j.4 
2' 
22 
1~ 
10 
2~ 
1~ 
10 
2" 
2" 
lb 
u 
9 
"-7 
"0 
6 
2U 
17u 
.. 9 
200 
2217. 
126 
2 8 
h{).-
it ,H6 
.. 5 
l~l 
1d09 
1jj206 
4t 
10 
2"6 
5 
9 
9'1 
It .. 
~2 
3d 
....:I 
~ 
NO. NAME 
119 'iREEN RIVE"' 
120 TwIN ~AKES RESERVOIH 
121 PARADISE PA~K R(SERYOIR 
122 STEINAKER ~lSERVOIR 
123 STUART ~AKE 
1241 _ M~fn(l CREE" REiERVUlR 
12' 'lLICAH LAKi 
127 GHANIT[ RES~HVOIR 
128 GU"Nlio.~£ttU 
119 SEVI[R BRIDiE RESERV~IR 
110 CARR ~AK[ 
111 '.u..N t 
a12 CL.EAR LAKE 
III SCIPIO LAKE 
,J. rom. ' _RtEft "ESERVOI-R 1«). 
1l' 'OOL CR[Ef( "ES[RVOIR NO. a 
lJ7 DMAU 
lle SUMMIT C~EE" RESERVOIR 
119 MONA RE'[RV~IR 
'.0 L.ONE~ GOOSE~ERRY RES. 
1.' SCOflELO . REiERVUIR 
a4l1 FISH ~PHING' 
,.. CHICK(N CREL~ RESERVOIR 
a.5 ~AL.ES RESERvOIR 
,46 [LECT"IC LAKE 
a.' HUNTI~GTON "ESERVOI" 
EFFECTIvE 
4~EA 
ELr.V (A'liES) 
)600 
56 0 0 
auo oo 
5600 
5000 
Sl~O 
"8-,)0 
5000 
"'6UO 
50!5 
4500 
"6UO 
4600 
6000 
4800 
.800 
.700 
50\J0 
50UO 
84..10 
. 75'i10 
l 8 00 
:)a~o 
~O O O 
84 00 
~O\JO 
26 
29J 
114t 
656 
l4J 
45 
571 
.~ 
562 
2950 
26 
li 
1HO 
lOO 
200 
120 
5 9 9 
71 
1557 
32 
~520 
7200 
l21 
130 
152 
20u 
SEASUNAL 
2M I'jINO 
04PM) 
).9 
3d 
3.J 
J" 
2·0 
3.) 
).1 
s.T 
,.v 
l.y 
5.7 
5.1 
5.1 
5.J 
7."1 
7.9 
7.~ 
1tl 
41.4 
3,1 
S'U 
9·U 
4,a 
3" 
•• 41 
4'41 
SEASONAL LAKE EVA~uRAllu N 
PAN [YAP A~NUAL SEASU N4L )EAS UNA L 
(I~CHE~) (!NCHlS) (lNCH~S) (A' FT) 
41 
410 
17 
39 
36 
.~ 
.9 
.7 
56 
58 
52 
52 
52 
... 
56 
56 
56 
5~ 
4t7 
25 
18 
71 
418 
4t4! 
26 
25 
36 
3S 
15 
14 
32 
19 
-2 
Itl 
48 
so 
45 
1t5 
_5 
l8 
48 
.e 
.e 
4~ 
41 
22 
II 
~2 
411 
16 
22 
22 
2w 
21:t 
1~ 
27 
2) 
Jl 
3 .. 
3J 
)y 
.0 
36 
)c. 
36 
lu 
H 
lY 
llf 
10 
14! 
1 , 
26 
50 
3J 
2y 
itS 
lf 
62 
684 
111 
14t9~ 
510 
116 
16U~ 
ll4t 
1810 
983'; 
78 
117 
)977 
759 
6,.. 
1050 
1929 
212 
4~U8 
40 
5506 
2 9d 20 
t! 9 1 
314 
S~6 
2C1~ 
IoIUNUL. A n. ~ M..JUL :.. 
~lrE PE R ~(NT ~ALVAG[ 
FACTO~ Su~ P R t S~ L u ~ (. ' tT) 
4 10 
4 24 
5 24 
4 24t 
5 )0 
4t 11 
3 u 
4 o 
2 
3 ~ 
1 7 
4 d 
4t 16 
1 1" 
5 1J 
5 1 J 
5 1 J 
.. 1 0 
10 
5 1 J 
It 1 , 
4 t) 
l ll.i 
.. 2~ 
5 2~ 
5 u 
6 
lU 
~7 
358 
15) 
11 
3~1t 
11 
1U 
tS65 
5 
9 
036 
1",6 
C4 
ll6 
4!)1 
J! 
6'l 
6 
~J6 
ll06 
lc:5 
69 
116 
ol 
-..J 
VI 
NO. NAME 
148 fiCILLEH 'L.AT 
149 CLEVEL.AND RESERVOIR 
150 ROLf SON RE~ERVOIR 
1 ~t1 ' tn4lT MORE' 
152 TOPAZ SL.OuG~ 
153 ~UE'H L..AI\E 
154 OLSEN RESE~WOIR 
155 GUNNI~ON RE~ERVOIR 
1-'6 fUNKS LAKE 
157 fERRON RES[~VOIR 
158 NINE MILE RlSERVOIR 
159 BUCKHORN RE~E8VoIH 
160 MILLO_ CREEK RESERVOIR 
161 ULANQ L.AKE 
1.2 fit IL.LS IT£ 
163 GHANO CANYON P.C' 
164 TOMAVE RESERVOIR 
16' ~ERCU~ES RE~ERVoIR 
166 COTTON~OOO "ESE"VOIR 
167 'CUDAHY' 
168 DUTCHMAN RE~ERVolR 
169 NEWHOUSE RE~ERVOIR 
170 THREE C~EE~~ RESERVOIR 
171 'RANCH' 
172 BIG MASH RE~ERVolR 
171 BARNET LAKE 
HJ:"ECTlvE 
AHEA 
(L.lV 'ACHES) 
89"0 
~OuO 
YOtJo 
7000 
45~0 
5500 
~5uo 
541;0 
60-00 
9600 
S5vo 
~9~0 
5800 
9 C1 uO 
o46\JO 
4200 
661.10 
,,9UO 
1151.10 
5200 
.. Suo 
118C/O 
6900 
,,'ItO 
5800 
9600 
12et 
110 
115 
246 
830 
5114 
·0 
1130 
15y 
60 
167 
31S 
20 
lit 
He 
1151 
16 
211 
711 
16 
1 J 
1 j 
116 
1 j 
50 
19 
~EASUNAL 
2M .. INO 
,,,,PM) 
•• 11 
4." 
4 ... 
,..,. 
7."1 
4.4 
•• It 
1''11 
4." 
3.3 
..... 
3.9 
l'~ 
II ... 
4." 
, 3'1 
3·J 
3.i 
3·9 
5.3 
5tl 
5.J 
3'~ 
9·U 
4.ts 
l'~ 
SEASONAL LAKE EYAPOHAlluN 
PAN [YAP ANNUAL SEASUNAl )EASONAL 
(INCHES) (INCHES) (INCM~S) (A'rTl 
25 
25 
2S 
38 
56 
36 
36 
50 
40 
20 
.3 
.0 
5. 
19 
... 
72 
31 
5l 
60 
46 
53 
53 
3U 
69 
39 
21 
22 
22 
22 
33 
48 
31 
II 
463 
J5 
17 
37 
35 
., 
16 
lS 
63 
32 
166 
52 
40 
116 
46 
26 
60 
lit 
18 
l' 
1 , 
.' 
20 
H 
2~ 
2:) 
l~ 
2C;) 
lAt 
lO 
20 
3T 
13 
lu 
50 
20 
lCl 
41 
31 
30 
36 
20 
47 
21 
111 
ltu 
158 
65 
52 
2673 
1126 
83 
3266 
i4tS 
69 
1113 
d1 
62 
J1 
868 
.. 765 
j4 
O.U 
2 .. 85 
"2 
J9 
39 
76 
51 
124 
23 
"'ONUL A H,k MUDlL. 
~lTE PER~£NT ~ALVAGE 
fACTOR SUPPR~SSiuN 'A~ ~T) 
5 
5 
5 
5 
II 
46 
:) 
3 
6 
5 
6 
" 
6 
5 
~ 
.. 
6 
3 
46 
3 
II 
4 
~ 
2 
5 
:) 
2~ 
2~ 
11 
11 
11 
1i 
11 
17 
2" 
111 
24 
11) 
13 
11 
2l 
211 
1j 
1 , 
20 
o 
IS 
1~ 
~ 
14 
1..:: 
110 
lS 
1 
6 
2~1I 
214 
9 
5S~ 
03 
12 
Y9 
'I 
~ 
II 
1 9 1 
11 ... 
.. 
lQ7 
.. 97 
l 
3 
3 
9 
2 
17 
3 
...... 
a-. 
HO. NAME 
17. MINER~VILLE RESLRv01R 
,75 PUffER LAKE 
176 PIUlE R£S[R~OIR 
177 OTT(R CA£EK RESERVOIR 
,78 ROCKY rORO H£SE~VOIR 
179 llEOMONO LAKE 
1'0 SKUMDAH RESERVOIR 
lel SHE(P VALL£T 
l.A2 KOO~AaiJl. Rt;Si-RVOU 
1.3 JOHNSON VALLEY RESERVOIR 
le. 'ISH L.AKE 
1.5 'gA~YTH R£St;RV01R 
11. MILL MEADOW RESERVOIR 
le7 BOTTLE HOLLU~ 
,8e THUR8~R RiS£RVOIR 
le9 t~OOKOUT PEAK' 
190 'OONKEY MEAUO~S' 
191 DONKEY RES[~VOIH 
,92 JACOB~ RESEHVOIR 
,91 MCGATH LAKE 
,9. 'EAST MCGATH' 
,95 SPECTACLE ~AKE MESEHVolR 
,9. IiRA~S LAKE 
,97 OAK CHEEK R(SERVOIR 
198 OEER CREEK LAKE 
,99 80~NS RESER~OIH 
EfF'ECTIVE 
AHC:A 
ELt.v (ACreES) 
,600 
ge~o 
~9i5 
63'0 
'''00 
52~0 
8000 
elevo 
7'UO 
9000 
vooo 
aooo 
78 00 
.. eyO 
70uO 
11000 
98<iO 
",9\,/0 
10000 
96VO 
"'6\,/0 
109 0 0 
98(JO 
100uO 
10000 
64t 1.1 0 
760 
60 
, .. 80 
2200 
903 
22 
2 .. 
6/j 
l~l 
610 
252;.? 
137 
75 
.. 18 
~590 
1U 
30 
32 
28e 
.. d 
10 
200 
10 
l~ 
6 .. 
30 
SEASLJNAL 
2M Pi H~O 
""PH) 
51.1 
3.~ 
4t1, 
ltd 
418 
3.1 
3" 
31) 
•• u 
4.0 
"'V 
311 
1., 
3d 
3·5 
11~ 
JI) 
l.~ 
3.) 
3 1 :» 
11~ 
jl~ 
J.~ 
31) 
3" 
)1' 
SEASO~~L LA~E EVA~ JR AI Iu ~ 
PAN E V A " A 1'4 N U A L. SEA S u I ~ A l ::i I:: A SON A L 
(INCHES) (lNCH~S) (lNC~ l S) ~A C F T) 
.. 7 
~1 
5CJ 
38 
112 
5~ 
26 
l5 
U 
l' 
15 
33 
H 
4t9 
39 
18 
20 
2U 
20 
21 
21 
19 
~o 
2U 
20 
H 
.. 1 
18 
.... 
l3 
16 
1t5 
23 
22 
.8 
31 
31 
~9 
30 
"2 
1. 
16 
17 
18 
18 
19 
19 
17 
18 
18 
18 
ji9 
l~ 
1 .. 
h 
2~ 
2'11 
3~ 
10 
17 
2~ 
21t 
2 .. 
2~ 
21 
lit 
21 
It 
1 .. 
1" 
1" 
1 .. 
1 .. 
1 J 
1 .. 
1 .. 
lit 
2t 
2021+ 
71 
4193 
4737 
21 .. 9 
66 
.30 
96 
600 
1210 
5002 
256 
1"~ 
1178 
57 J7 
11 
34 
36 
1~~ 
57 
16 
215 
J4 
l6 
73 
56 
Io4 IJ NuLAYU( MuL) t.L 
~lTE ~E~~£ N T ~A~VAGE 
t ACTUH SUP~ R ~~Sl u ~ (AC ~T) 
.. 
5 
) 
5 
7 
5 
5 
5 
2 
It 
It 
6 
~ 
.. 
) 
) 
5 
'5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
, 
lei 
l~ 
2C! 
2~ 
2" 
Ie 
1.3 
10 
1) 
2u 
lO 
lu 
u 
2" 
2" 
1~ 
1:-: 
It 
2" 
lt 
14 
2" 
l~ 
1~ 
18 
Iii! 
lt4 
13 
1Ii:.3 
10"2 
516 
Ct 
5 
u 
Vo 
2"2 
10UO 
17 
J2 
20) 
1317 
~ 
.. 
.. 
78 
7 
.. 
52 
.. 
4t 
13 
7 
...., 
...., 
NO. NAME 
200 VALLEY ,ITT RESERvO'R 
201 HOOSILR LAKL 
202 PARAGUNAH RLS[RVOIR 
20~ RED CHEEK ~ESERVOIR 
20. YANKEE MEAOu~S RESERVOIR 
a05 QUl'"APA LAKE 
206 'A~'U'TC" LAKE 
201 ROUNDY RESEhVOIR 
2A1 'SLUE SPRINy' 
209 LO.E~ ENT[RfRISE RES£RVOIR 
210 ENTERPRISE H£SERveIH 
2U . 1UlUI8 8EU-IlYOllt 
212 MAMMOTH CRElK RES. 
211 ~AVAJO LAKE 
21. TROPIC; LAKE IlES£RVOU 
" 
21' UP'ER SAND ,eVE RES. 
216 GRASS VALLET CREEK 
211 8AK£R OAM RlS£RVOJ& 
all ASH CREEK R(SERYOIR 
219 LE VANGEN LAKES 
220 ·s.c. 8[NC~' 
221 CYCLONE LAKL 
222 PINE LAKE 
22l LAKEvIEw 
22. ~IDl HOLLOW R[S[RYO'R 
225 LAKE PO"ELI. 
EffECTIvE 
AI<EA 
£ltV (AC~E.S) 
4181.10 
8600 
!36uo 
181.10 
881.10 
~6uO 
841<10 
78UO 
9600 
~8C10 
581.10 
CSOj5 
7600 
9UOO 
8000 
".00 
9000 
~OOO 
4810 
701.10 
l2uO 
10000 
re\lO 
~81.10 
601.10 
J 1vO 
40 
159 
85 
·0 
.8 
622 
1238 
94 
1j 
49 
26~ 
20u 
41 9 1 
;ti2 
12U 
20 
78 0 
.1 
193 
30 
30 
30 
60 
24 
96 
114uOO 
~EASUNAL. 
~M "INO 
""PM) 
3d 
3.7 
41· .. 
3.1 
3.1 
Ct.46 
4.46 
313 
3'J 
4.4 
3.~ 
l.1 
3·5 
.... 
l·j 
3'W 
3.2 
l·.j 
4.8 
4'~ 
4I.1t 
3.5 
3.5 
3,'11 
3'; 
4'4 
SEASONAL LAKE EVA~uRATlu~ 
PAN EVAP ANNUAL SEAS~NAL )£ASUNAl 
(INCHES) (lNCHlS) (INCM(S) (AC ~l) 
4t1 
241 
43 
30 
23 
411 
41 
25 
2~ 
43 
H 
32 
26 
24 
27 
59 
21 
50 
51 
.8 
7. 
20 
26 
24 
51 
7V 
412 
21 
'Jl 
26 
20 
36 
36 
22 
22 
38 
412 
27 
23 
21 
2" 
50 
1~ 
45 
46 
42 
64 
18 
23 
21 
415 
68 
3J 
10 
2'1 
20 
10 
ld 
2d 
11 
1 r 
2~ 
32 
21 
16 
lC1 
Ie 
3d 
1 .. 
3 .. 
35 
30$ 
40 
14 
10 
10 
3:> 
51 
109 
216 
~1J7 
68 
03 
H4IS 
2876 
III 
1.7 
119 
71 .. 
l't7 
123 
7Yl 
18• 
6. 
Vi6 
116 
558 
82 
120 
H 
97 
J3 
277 
4tj7ti~5 
fIIONLIlA Yt.R MLJ Di:.L 
~lT£ PER~ENT ~ALVAGf. 
FACTO~ SLJPPRE~~lu~ 'AL ~T) 
6 
5 
4 
s 
5 
.) 
6 
5 
5 
cS 
6 
s 
8 
4 
~ 
T 
eo 
5 
4 
5 
5 
5 
5 
o 
15 
2'+ 
1~ 
13 
1~ 
10 
24 
It) 
1~ 
14 
27 
2(1 
2" 
20 
lU 
lv 
21 
14 
21 
11 
9 
12 
10 
11 
1 b 
1" 
16 
'2 
~j 
9 
6 
;ill 
6YO 
2. 
3 
17 
ij) 
'iu 
174 
2Q6 
55 
6 
2:>1 
16 
117 
9 
11 
.. 
18 
4 
So 
68295 
~ 
00 
HO. NAME 
226 DUCK '-AKE 
227 BLUE MOU~TA'N 
2al JC~£S RES£R~OIR 
210 JO[.S VALLEY RESERVOIR 
2U DOG YALLEY 
au PJUJ.£SS 
211 BIG LAKE 
21' 'ARMINGTON _AY 
.216. HOWA~D SLOU<iH 
aIr RAIHIO. CLU_ 
21e SAGEBRUSH (,-UB 
2Jt Jl.U.tkULU- c,-ua 
a40 CHEiA~£AKE CLUB 
24, "A" "IYER ~LU8 
-2.J2... NQIUt ~T. "Utl ~U8 
a41 ~AK£ 'ROHT 'LUI 
a44 RUDY CLuB 
2j, HARRI~ON CLuB 
246 UTAt'! CLuB 
247 QUHLotK RESEMYOIR 
'RESt'! WAT£R TOTALS 
fRESH WATER AYERA'ES 
EFfEC Tl 'It: 
AREA 
EL.t.V (ACrcES) 
7400 
69VO 
'ouo 
70uo 
7500 
540~ 
8600 
4204 
1120,4 
"204 
42". 
t.2"'4 
4204 
"204 
"2U. 
4204 
4204 
4204 
"20. 
,)600 
582 
1bJ 
131) 
667 
288 
200 
11.) 
31bl 
2300 
192 
203 
90 
,6, 
5469 
136 
" 
565 
l2cs 
1 .. 
208 
436765 
~EA~UNAL. 
2M ~lNO 
""PH) 
3,5 
It,~ 
4'4 
)'1 
3.5 
,.7 
3,2 
4.0 
.. 'u 
.. " 
4'0 
.'0 
•• 0 
.·U 
4'~ 
4'0 
.'0 
4·U 
"." 
3'Y 
.11 
~EASONAL ~AKE EVA~ORAIIUN 
PAN EVAP ANNUAL. SEASuNAL. ~EASUNAL. 
(INCHES) (INCHES) (INCHES) 'A~ FT) 
28 
466 
46 
2~ 
28 
57 
23 
52 
52 
52 
52 
5a 
52 
'52 
52 
'a 
52 
52 
52 
62 
25 
42 
462 
25 
~4 
50 
20 
466 
., 
.. 6 
466 
4' 
46 
46 
46 
4' 
.6 
466 
46 
71 
u 
1y 
31 
31 
20 
1'1 
l'i 
lei 
31 
)l 
H 
31 
)1 
37 
J7 
3' 
17 
37 
)7 
17 
5.1 
20 
923 
.. 25 
H9 
14 .. 6 
.. 5' 
656 
147 
9725 
7076 
591 
Cl25 
277 
1738 
lb82b 
418 
175 
1718 
100 9 
105 
924 
13253115 
to4UNuLA HI'! MUUt.~ 
SITE PER~lNT SALVA~l 
fACTOH Sv~~RlSSiuN (.C fT) 
5 
.. 
1 
4 
.. 
4 
) 
" 
it 
" 
4 
4 
It 
4 
.. 
It 
4 
4 
.. 
5 
5 
2" 
1<; 
1~ 
24 
22 
10 
27 
20 
~IJ 
20 
21:1 
15 
2U 
2v 
20 
U 
2U 
2v 
10 
22 
1~ 
~l2 
01 
, .. 
147 
101 
l-Q5 
40 
1945 
1"l!~ 
118, 
1~5 
42 
148 
Jl65 
~ .. 
~, 
3lt8 
2Q2 
10 
2u) 
195J18 
-.I 
00 
HO. NAME 
226 OUCK '-AKE 
2a7 8LUE MOu~T'!N 
221 JQ~ES RESERvOIR 
alO JO[.S VALLET RESERVOIR 
au DOG VALLEY 
212 PJU".£S5 
all 81 G LAKE 
al' 'ARMINGTON .AY 
~~ HQ.A~D SLOU~H 
aJT RAIH'O. (LU_ 
all SAGEIRU5H C,-UB 
.21t ..o..LLCkY..ILLL C,-U8 
a40 'HESA'[AKE CLUB 
24, Bl'k HlvER ~LUI 
.2..§2.. Nell Hi 'T. rua ~.u8 
a41 LAKE 'RO~T 'LUI 
a44 RUDY 'Lu8 
~5 HAI"I~ON CLuB 
246 UTAH 'LuB 
247 'U~LO'K RESLHVOIR 
fRESH .AT(8 TOTALS 
flLSH .'T[R AVER,QES 
EFf[CTlv[ 
AREA 
E,LtV (ACHES> 
7400 
6iUO 
701.10 
70uo 
7~00 
5400 
8600 
4204 
41204 
4204 
42". 
.A.2.u4 
4204 
4204 
4au. 
4204 
4204 
.. 204 
420. 
3600 
582 
IbJ 
IlU 
867 
288 
200 
113 
31 bl 
230U 
19 2 
203 
90 
,6, 
5469 
136 
5' 
565 
l2c; 
14 
208 
436765 
~EA~UNAL 
2M ~lNO 
(MPH) 
1.5 
4 ... 
4 ... 
3.1 
1.5 
5.7 
3.2 
4.0 
4·U 
4." 
4." 
4'0 
4.0 
4'V 
4." 
4'0 
4-0 
4'0 
"'0 
l'~ 
4'1 
SEASONAL ~AKE EVA~ORAllu~ 
PAh EVAP ANNUAL SEASUNAL ~EASUNAL 
'I~CHES) (INCHES) (I~CHES) 'A~ FT) 
28 
46 
46 
2c.1 
28 
57 
23 
52 
52 
52 
52 
5a 
52 
52 
52 
5a 
52 
5a 
52 
62 
25 
42 
42 
25 
~4 
50 
20 
46 
46 
46 
46 
46 
46 
46 
46 
46 
46 
46 
46 
71 
31 
1 .. 
31 
)1 
20 
1'1 
l~ 
16 
H 
II 
37 
31 
31 
31 
37 
31 
If 
37 
J7 
37 
5J 
2~ 
923 
425 
H9 
14 .. 6 
45' 
656 
147 
9725 
70 76 
591 
~25 
277 
1738 
16826 
us 
175 
1738 
1009 
105 
924 
1125318 
MUN lI L A Ylk MUUt.~ 
SITE PE R ~lNT 5ALVA~l 
fAeTOH SyP~RlSS iu N (AC fT) 
5 
4 
3 
• 
4 
" 
:) 
4 
~ 
4 
4 
" 
.. 
4 
" 
4 
4 
.. 
.. 
5 
5 
2 .. 
1V 
1~ 
2" 
22 
10 
27 
2U 
20 
20 
2U 
15 
2U 
21.1 
20 
U 
21.1 
21.1 
10 
22 
las 
'ii2 
01 
~4 
H7 
101 
l-Qi 
40 
lhS 
141S 
11 e. 
1~5 
"2 
348 
Jl65 
~4 
~6 
348 
20-2 
10 
2u3 
19~1l8 
